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Sum m ar y

The situation of train stations in terms of orientation and appearance is researched.
Colour is applied as a tool to provide better orientation in the space and in the same time to bring a possibility of design.
Analysis of the five train stations in Netherlands; Utrecht, Den Haag, Amsterdam CS, Amsterdam Amstel and Arnhem; become part of
the study.
Current and future plans of train stations were examined by the research.
The study consists of theoretical and design-orientated parts. Cyclic process of scientific research and innovative creation emerged.
Visualisations create a base for innovation and critical reflection. Design guidelines for the use of colours in train stations are set in the
research. Toolbox to deal with an orientation and design individuality of train stations by the use of colours is proposed.
The key solutions are seen in improvement and establishment of:
•

connection between outside-inside

•

visualisation of place uniqueness by the theme connected to the place

•

assigned colours to a certain function

•

transparency of the environment

•

clear settings

For each mentioned aspect a colour can be a design tool with beneficial qualities.

A c know le d ge m e n t

They are nodes connecting vessels of transport network, sharp points between fuzzy lines of speed, pauses within passenger
flow. Named places in unspecified space. They are shelters protecting from unknown city. The first places voyagers see on
their journey:
Train stations
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INTRODUCTION

Railway network
(Luke Thompson, 2009)

1. 1 R is ing Mob il i ty

Rise of mobility in 21st century is a phenomenon. At present
time the passenger transport for long distances becomes a
routine matter of everyday life. People travel faster and further
than any time before. According to predictions of specialists the
speed, interval and distance of movement will even grow in the
future (Holley et al., 2008).
Traveling is one of the most significant domains of industry in the
world.
In economy perspective the field of travelling and tourism
provides 9, 2% job possibilities around the world. According
to estimations the economy of the sector will increase by 4, 4%
from 2010 to 2020 (Eckervogt, 2010).
An economist Charles van Doren (1992) compared daily
travelling distances for specific centuries. According to his studies
people in 1800 could travel around 19 kilometres per day, in
year 1900 the distance grew to 96 kilometres per day, year
2000 had a figure already over 480 kilometres. If the distance
increases with the similar formula in the year 2100 people can
possibly travel over 2400 kilometres per day (Doren, 1992 in
Rietveld & Nijkamp, 2003).
Apparently the movement for long distances has become one of
the common parts of human life.
Beside a rise of distances caused by progress of technological
possibilities and efficient infrastructure there is an evidence of
parallel growth of passengers. The amount is evoked by the
growth of population in general and a new style of life that
enables to spend more time and money in leisure activities (Seth
& Sushma, 2007; Carr, 1997).

million travellers in 2005 to 100 million travellers per a year in
2025. It is expected the amount of passengers will grow twice
in the years of 20 (Bie & Rietdijk, 2008).
A transformation as a rise of passenger quantity and technical
improvement which enables to cross over large distances
exposes the transport to a pressure. The process of mobility
speed cannot be stopped. It can be modified to provide
the most suitable version of travelling with low negative
environmental impact but still comfortable for people.

The rising amount of travellers is evident in all modes of
travelling (Eckervogt, 2010). Figures of railway travelling in
Netherlands are shown in detail as an example of the growth.
The railway network in Netherlands is operated by a company
“Nederlandse Spoorwegen”, referred as NS. According to
their records there is one million travellers using train transport
system every day in the Netherlands. (NS, 2011)
Their statistics show that the number of passengers on railway
transport grows every year.
The data of Utrecht station usage show a growth from 59
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1 . 2 Pre fe r e nc e o f r ai lw ay tr anspo r t

The style of transport has changed during years. In the first
half of 20th century the trend of massive expansion of road
transport appeared and - on the contrary the railway dropped
down. Currently the car transportation represents one of the
main reasons of the air pollution. Also parking places create
problems in cities where they occupy significant space, so limited
in town.
One of the objectives established in Maastricht treaty 1993
by members of the Europe Union focused to an improvement
of transport system in Europe. Commissioners called for more
efficient system of public transport services. The main attention
was presented to the idea of utilization of other transport
modes to compensate the use of road network (ECMT, 2003).
The idea requires a modification of infrastructure with a respect
to the natural environment.
For an improvement of environmental and life qualities in the
cities the railway public seems to be ideal. Its use proposes
environmentally more concerned way of travelling with less
negative effect.

Overall the environmental impact per person - by different
transport modes - is depicted in the figure. The graph shows a
production of carbon-dioxide and energy consumption per a
person.
Data for the graph display a journey from Wageningen to
Prague. The travel distance is approximately 830 kilometres.
Through the scheme it is visible that a train mode of travelling is
friendlier to the environment than other means of transport (car
or plane).
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1.2.1 Train transport renaissance
The railway network has a crucial role in the public and freight
transport in Europe. High investments have been invested to the
train transport improvement last years.
The concernment is largely induced by the fact that the
railway network is prioritized by European Union as a more
environmentally sustainable mode of transport in comparison
to the road network. Further, present technical improvements of
railway system are promising even better results relating to air
quality and energy saving (CER, 2011).
Improved management, technological progress and coordination
of work in broad perspective are the main elements behind an
improvement of the train system. Integrated railway network
across the whole Europe is the goal.
In technical perspective - a construction of high speed railway
lines is a milestone of the new railway transport. The railway
track modernization affects re-genesis of train transport around
the world. The Netherlands is not an exception. Improved lines
are bringing higher requirements for other railway services
causing reconstruction of main halls, platforms and surrounding
of an area.

Customers have increased expectations of transport. To be
competitive in a market railway providers understand that the
rail travelling must offer attractive environment. Reliability,
availability, readability are main phrases of new renovations.
Higher speed, large capacity, adequate services and safety
are the main aims of new railway network. (Dalton & Zuber,
2011)
The data of Utrecht station usage show a growth from 59
million travellers in 2005 to 100 million travellers per a year in
2025. It is expected the amount of passengers will grow twice
in the years of 20 (Bie & Rietdijk, 2008).

INTRODUCTION
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Reconstruction of train stations is incorporated in a broad plan
of railway transformation.
New requirement in terms of function and appearance are
asked for train station buildings and its surrounding.
Larger space inside of station buildings are demanded for
higher amount of passengers. Also the global modernization of
stations is essential.
Currently there have been a many significant plans to rebuild
old stations in Netherlands. The high influence of train station in
a railway system, urban development and commercial services
are realized.

Wien Hauptbanhof, 2011

http://www.hauptbahnhof-wien.at

Katowice, 2012

Beijing, 2008

Utrecht, 2015
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http://www.katowicethecity.com

http://images.cdn.fotopedia.com/flickr-309-image.jpg

http://www.cu2030.nl/ovterminal/ontwerpen_ov_terminal

1. 3 Pro bl e m in t r o d u c t io n

The chapter discusses a problem related to the train stations.
The endeavour is to depict elements influencing design of the
train station in perspective of orientation, clarity and identity.
For that purpose the situation of train stations in the Netherlands
was studied.
The field of problems is specified in two parts. Main and
additional problem are described in the text.
The main problem- thesis is engaged in - is the lack of
orientation in train station. There are several reasons,
explained in the text, causing this effect.
Additional problem is depicted as a presence of the uniform
design missing individuality, unique features.

1.3.1 Difficult orientation
The main problem is connected to the basic function of the
station – management of transit in the building to reach
desirable transport mode. Time to find a destination should be
set to minimum.
Convenience of transit through the train station is the key aspect
for design evaluation quality. The endeavour is to propose
readable and clear setting of the place.
Aspects inducing the problem are characterised in this part.
I.
Complicated structure
Complicated structure is present in train stations generally.
Their construction takes large space to embody all inevitable
transport facilities. They are known for their sizable imposing
buildings in the city.
The structure of the train station is not just spacious but also
intricate. Many corridors, underpasses, gateways are situated
in the building to offer distinct possibilities of transit connection
and direction.

II.
Large amount of people
Train stations are places where large amount of people is
concentrated. Mixtures of different people moving in various
directions lead to a feeling of a “maze”.
III.
Time pressure
Another typical feature of a train station is a rush. To reach
desirable destination in a short time is often the most important
request of a passenger. Travellers try to get from point A to B
inside of the station as fast as possible. Pressure of time is an
omnipresent component of the train station.
IV.
Mixed use
Great deal of disorientation is caused by mixed use of the
station. Train stations do not cover only transportation functions
but they share other commercial facilities as well.
In current situation all around the world; the Netherlands is not
an exception; mixed use is a common standard in train stations.
A benefit of mentioned development for a district is obvious.
The place with complex services becomes to be interesting
for people. It means that a lot of people concentrate there.
According to a rule “the commutation of people attracts more
people” the number even increases. In that perspective the
station can be seen as a new activity centre in cities.
Beside the positive aspect, problematic conflicts of mixed
function role in the space appear.
The main role of transition is suppressed by other capacities.
Different kind of additional services like shops, restaurants,
offices intrude attention of travellers.
“Station buildings are literally covered with so much commercial
advertising that it is often difficult to tell whether they are
station facilities or commercial buildings” (Ashihara, 1998 in
Kido, 2005).
The train stations full of supplemental functions are providing
not easy survey or becoming even chaotic.
In the future the pressure on multi-use capacity in train stations
is planned to be even stronger. New development of train
transport requires a creation of higher density utilised space.

INTRODUCTION

Number of services required by travellers
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1.3.2 Lack of individual design
The new design of train stations is exposed to a challenge
of maintaining clear, readable design with higher number of
facilities, services and people.
V.

Weak connection between outside/inside

Spatial communication between the building itself and outside
area is poor. Information about a direction in both – outer and

The additional problem researched by the thesis is dealing with
scarcity of individualistic unique design in train stations. The
problem is connected mainly with interiors of buildings.
Design of train stations is featured by functional and highly An
additional problem researched by the thesis deals with scarcity
of individualistic unique design in train stations. The problem is
connected mainly with interiors of buildings.

inner space - is inefficient. Contiguous squares or roads often
don’t point to railway services. The same difficulty appears

The design of train stations is featured by functional and very

in the station – they rarely refer to outside space. The visual

rational style. It is evoked by the main role of the station –

appearance of place is not in harmony either.

provision of transport. Highly operational technical design is
offered by a train station. The aspect of art and aesthetic is

VI.

Insufficient light condition

commonly limited or fully neglected.

Presence of darkness is characteristic for an interior of stations.

Current stations have plain design and the future plans do not

Shadow by indistinct artificial lightning brings a sense of

promise and improvement in that field. The new station designs

obscurity. Vague vision creates hardly readable space.

are planned to provide imposing buildings with sizable space
and modern technologies but the aspect of uniqueness is often

VII.
Large number of information
High number of different information (train data,
advertisements and commercial actions) are placed in the
station and without any spatial separation.

missing.
Uniform design is current standard situation. Mainly interiors
of stations are linked with a problem of design originality. The
general vision of interior is plane, with grey surfaces. Regarding
to applied materials – concrete and glass predominate.
There exist research findings that weakly designed railway
stations with a combination of low security control record more
crime and violence. Anti-social behaviour can appear easily in
such space. (Diec, 2010)
The advantage of well-designed environment for a public is
evident.
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1. 4 T he re se a r c h g a p

Colour research has long tradition nevertheless some aspects
are still neglected or dormant. Subjects with lacking attention
referring to a colour design are pointed in the chapter.
The thesis aims is to contribute to a research of colour
experience and orientation in public places, specifically in train
stations.
According to survey of current scientific literature and designs
it can be claimed that colour possibilities are not utilised
sufficiently in the whole range of their possibilities.

1.4.1 Colour utilization
Contemporary application of colour concentrates mainly on the
use of colour as decorative element. Potentialities of colour for
other functions are not explored and utilized enough. Colour
holds strong opportunity to influence spatial character and
human perception.
In common design practice the colour is used as an attribute
carrying symbolic and/or decorative meaning. It is seldom
employed to form space, influence volume or emphasize objects
for orientation.
The statement is supported by a professor John Gage (1999)
who claims that aesthetic studies of colour are not developed
and studied enough in outside conditions of daily life.
Researchers are situated in laboratory technical conditions.
Therefore colour investigations are commonly disconnected from
real environment of human perception.
The problem rises with the fact that a colour is applied at the
end of the design process. Landscape architects and other fields
which deal with a design commonly use colour in their plans as
an additional characteristic.
Jada Schumacher (2010), a teacher from Polytechnic Wisconsin
University specialised on colour, proposed to change a style
of design typical for current time. She advises to start design
a space with colour rather than to use it as an additional
supplement when the design is going to be finished.
The idea to incorporate colour already in planning step is
expected to be more effective and beneficial for design
conclusions.

INTRODUCTION
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2 . 1 Train sta t io n
2.1.1 Introduction
Station is a key element of railway travelling. A train station is
a stop in railway network where passengers are collected and
deposited. The train station can be associated to breathing;
molecules of people coming out and in, again and again,
circulating in the system.
By railway travelling a position of passenger in time and space
can be hardly expressed. Vision of landscape and time period
is blurred. People are waiting to reach their destination. Leaving
a train carriage means that the insignificant space of transport
“there” is changed to the place of specified destination “here”.
Difference between the space and a place is considerable
through the process of travelling. “Spatial perception decreases
with speed, as does our understanding of the landscape”
(Motloch, 2001).
The importance of a train station as a place of arrival which
can be easily identified by travellers is very expressive
(Letherby & Reynolds, 2005).

Train stations are public places with an intensive way of use.
They became places with a high public attention. The station
can be seen as a central public place of a new generation
(Mulders-Kusumo, 2010). Dynamic of the stations is interesting
aspect for a new development and investment of the area.

2.1.3 Modernisation of train station
In 19th and early 20th century the train travelling and train
stations had different spirit than today. In past centuries the
use of stations - as part of going by train - had a moment of
exceptionality, romantic touch of adventure and exploration.
Present type of the station perception is more connected to a
common ordinary life with an expectation of excellent services
provision.
The station becomes a place more focusing on passenger needs
than ever before. Nowadays the railway endeavor turns to a
speed functionality, comfort and additional services concerning
business utilities (Bie & Rietdijk, 2008).

2.1.2 Train station functions
The main function of train station itself is to provide an access
to the train transport. Beside the primary role there are several
additional utilizations - it can be used as a place for meeting,
as a landmark and a point of orientation, commercial purposes
etc.
In broad perspectives the train stations are crucial spots of
public transport formulating a spatial conception of cities. A
location of the train station in a city influences appearance
and function of the town traffic, as well as other aspects of the
city connected to the transport. A station can be presented as
an intermediary between cities or with town districts in smaller
scale.

A large improvement of rail technical conditions has been done
during last decades leading to faster and safer use in the
Netherlands. Yet the design of train station itself still deserves a
re-development.
An attention to train stations has been given recently throughout
Europe. A revitalization of new station projects is highly
expected in the Netherlands. Many involved parties as NS
railroad company, and local municipalities are currently
concentrated to. The challenge is to provide improved design in
a view of comfortable transit (ProRail, 2011).
Station renewal is a part of railway development projects. Next
generation of the railway environment should provide not only
faster rail services but also much better connection between

The position and features of train stations have pivotal effect on
the use of the public services. Location of passenger deposition
is determined by train services. Concentration of people and
commercial services cumulates around the station. Together with
that a distribution of people in the city is affected. Centres of
activities are usually influenced by a position of the station.
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different transport modes attached to the area. Modernization
of the station design leads to an effort of transparent, wellarranged space with a representative unique look.

2.1.4 Types of train stations according to the setting
Train station according to the position to the city
A location of a station has an influence on accessibility of a
certain place and consequently on the utilization of district.
An operation of the station influences urban development and
activities of areas.
The train station setting is an important element prejudicing its
main spatial and constructional characteristics.
This paragraph shows general overview of train stations
arrangement in surroundings. Different categories of stations
according to a spatial arrangement and an access to the station
are described.
Distinct types of train stations can be distinguished according to
the position related to a city.
Several types of their spatial relation are described lower.

be supported by other kind of transportation to reach core of
cities.
V. Larger cities may have more different train stations, which
makes next example of a layout (Den Haag CS). Access of
people to the town is divided by this pattern. This standard
is used for sizable cities where wider people distribution is
required. Railway network is decentralized if signification of
two stations is the same.
Of course, various combinations of above mentioned options
are possible.

I. The Location of the train station in the centre of a city is the
I.

first version of a spatial relation (Amsterdam CS). The privilege
of the position in the centre of a town was given to central
stations constructed till 19th century. This placement is usually
not feasible for railway stations built in present time. Central
position in the city has an advantage of easily manageable
connection to city services by pedestrians, but also some
disadvantages of limited space, as potential danger of railway
area.

II.

II. Another pattern can be characterized as the station situated
at the edge of a city (Amsterdam Amstel).
The core of public services is more remote. Usually an
additional urban transport is required to reach the city centre.
New town districts may grow in the neighbourhood of such
stations.

III.

III. Train station can be situated outside of the city
(Veenendaal). The connection to the city is also provided by an
additional means of transport. The station lays apart of public
services.

IV.

IV. There are other possible locations is a station assigned for
more cities (Ede Wageningen). Such a type usually pertains
to not far small sized towns or villages. Railway network has to

V.

RESEARCH CONTEXT
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To understand better to the reference between the town
and station location it is necessary to draw the sketches in
a decreasing scale. The city centre as a core of the town is
suitable example to demonstrate a link between railway station
and the city.
In more detailed view it is evident that even the stations with
“central” position are not attached commonly to the town centre
directly. In most cases the train station is connected to the town
core public space by a network of roads.
There are not many cases when roads lead straight from
the station to the main square (Amsterdam CS). Commonly
the direction curves and does not lead straight to the plaza
(Utrecht).
After leaving the station the first outside public place that
the passenger usually encounters is a square. In that case the
square serves as a first information provider of surroundings.
From that point travellers can continue to the city with any
desirable direction, for instance to the city centre.

Station straight connected to the city centre
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Station connected to a square first

Train station according to railway network
Two main categories of station exist regarding the station
location on the railway line: terminus one where the railway
lines ends and a station with train’s tracks going on.
The factor of access influences the general construction of the
station. Such a classification determines the main characteristics
of station buildings.
The construction of terminus can be arranged in a one height
level. Railway tracks and the main hall are usually situated in
the same plain (Den Haag CS). The layout is distinguished by
transparent view of the building.
The arrangement of the station with continuing railway lines
differs. For this case the platform is usually arranged in
different elevation comparing to the station hall (Utrecht). This
structure has better operational system for train circulation. The
necessity of certain type of access takes effect in more levels.
Stairs, escalators, ramps, elevators are common parts of the
design. Generally this kind of construction doesn’t provide an
easy survey of the building.

Diverse mode of connection from main hall to platforms (Bernabeu, 2011)

Station with continuous railway lines

Terminus station

RESEARCH CONTEXT
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2.1.5 Perception responses to building characteristics
Human response to building appearance is a complex process.
The aim of this passage is to explore characteristics influencing
building perception and process operation.
Nasar (1994) designed a model of the aesthetic response
to the building. The observer reactions involve individual
characters, perception, cognition, affects and affective
appraisals.
The model pointing to the reality how people response to
building attributes is a complicated event that connects
individual actions.
The scheme is probabilistic. Specific contextual factors and their
influence on relations between a man and a building are not
explained there.
Conclusion (see the chart) says that personal responses to
the visual quality of the building are a complex act involving
subjective judgements and conclusions. Colour as an attribute
of a building is not comprehended as a separated factor but
together with other elements. They are not isolated and they
affect each other.

2.1.6 Conclusion
The policy of the travel industry is to provide modes of
transport with a sustainable effect to the environment. Positives
of the use of public railway transport can be seen.
The train station may serve as a canter of activity, place of the
change of means of transport and also a notable point in urban
settlement.
Stations are the basic part of the railway transport. They are
important for the territorial strategy of railway lines. Train
stations represent gates to the railway services and back to
cities.
Train stations can be often found in the centre of the city. The
tangle of infrastructure network exists at the station or in its
close neighbourhood, because different modes of transport
connect other places of interest to the station (bus, tram,
underground, trolley-bus, taxi etc.)
Station buildings often serve to other different purposes
as commercial and social activates and meeting points for
travellers. They are regarded to be new activity centres in
towns. By commutation of people a new point of activities has
grown.
Train stations are facing to new requirements nowadays.
Reconstruction of main train stations is in progress all over
Europe; in the Netherlands too.

Model of aesthetic response to building atributes
( Nesar, 1994)
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2. 2 C o lo ur
2.2.1 Introduction
Colour belongs to people’s everyday live. It is present in every
visual sensation of people. Even if not consciously perceived the
colour keeps strong impact on a man perception and responds.
It has a capacity to be used as a tool to influence the visual
sense. The potentiality to use colour for orientation purposes
and visual distinctiveness is evident.
Possibilities of colour as a design tool are studied in this thesis.
Colour is availed as a research field to explore and improve
a relation between the train station and passengers. The
endeavour is to solve difficulties of indistinct orientation and
plain, unoriginal design of train stations.
To study of colour characteristics is essential for the research
topic. The introduction to colour topic is meant as an inquiry on
colour factors and its possibilities. Gained knowledge is planned
to be utilized in further research and design.

with uniform results. They offer the ground for a meaningful
creation. Understanding of colour fundament is a base for an
application of colour in successful way. It is inevitable to have
cognizance of colour effects on human perception.
The colour use is the central work for art and design studies.
There exist numbers of colour associations, books, journals,
symposiums, in national and international scope, dealing with
colour as their main topic. The importance of colour in spatial
perspective and psychologically-physical context has been
discussed there.
Landscape architects when creating a plan, practically working
in a landscape or using materials systematically apply colours.
A colour is a significant element of their work.

2.2.2 Colour as a tool
Colour is considered to be one of the most powerful tool in the
field of design. It has captivating character affecting human
perception and reaction.
“Like a volatile radioactive element, it is extremely powerful
and it should be handed very, very carefully.” (Seen Adams in
Morioka & Stone, 2006)
Colour is a significant visual instrument to express ideas and
information.
Every discipline dealing with colour, including Landscape
architecture, can use colour as a medium to lead people’s vision
or evoke certain meaning. Important role in a sense of order,
attention, emotions and symbolic character is found in a colour.
Colour usage is inexpensive but creating effective result.
The challenge for designers is to predict colour influence in
space and to bring demanded result. To control an effect of
colour is the purpose.
It is not feasible to reduce colour design only to a science;
colour phenomenon is involving subjective individual evaluation.
General basic rules and recommendations can be established

Colour as research field

RESEARCH CONTEXT
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2.2.3 Colour qualities
There are diverse alternatives how to look at a topic of a
colour. References of physics and technology use quantitative
procedure with clear countable description where artistic filed
deals with colour phenomena as a complex system relying on
subjective opinion.
Colours in physical definition are an electromagnetic waves of
a certain wave-length. It is inside of the visible spectrum with a
range from 390 nm to 750 nm (Glenn Elert, 1998).
Colour is observable due to the fact that light in general
reflects, bends, refracts through particles and keeps other
optical effects.
It is necessary to realize that a colour does not belong to inner
characteristics of an object. It is only a subjective sensation of a
man perceived from the general light distribution and quality.
In psychological perspective the focus is placed on colour effects
on human body, minds and emotions.
Visual stimuli dominate to sensual elements (Blake & Sekuler,
2005). Most of information about outside world is obtained by
visual senses. The uniqueness of visual sense lays in the distance
of perception. By eyes you can get information about distant
objects.
Colour vision defines outside world. So to say, better visibility of
a space is generated by colour.
The colour presence is detected by eye at first sight. It proceeds
all details, shapes and materials. It has visual preference in face
of other spatial elements (Feisner, 2006).
In three dimensional spaces colour can affect an experience
of depth, width, high, lightness. Considerable amount of ways
to design the space to influence a man perception is proposed
by colour. It has an ability to change people’s mood and
consequently even behaviour.
Absolute effect of colour is theoretical. In the environment
a colour is in combination with other object properties and
characteristics in the area.
Qualities of colours are interconnected with other spatial
elements. It is a part of the whole complex. Colour influences
expression of other spatial components and in the same time it
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is affected by them.
Subjective characteristics of observer have to be taken in
consideration too. Vision possibilities and personal features are
influential. As Merleau-Ponty (1945) claimed, it is fundamental
to realize that colour consciousness is formed when the
information reach a brain, not just when the stimulus comes to
the eye.
The beauty of colour lays in the fact that it holds an ability of
permanency as well as capacity of change. Under different
light condition a colour may be modified. Morning beams,
sunset, night, artificial light condition are examples altering
perception of coloured space. Chromatic quality is perceived
differently even if the true colour character of the object
remains the same.
Colour cannot be taken as a definitive value with constant
character. It is the phenomenon with complicated and tangled
character.
The complex and problematic description of colour is expressed
by Philosopher Stephan Melvile: “Subjective and objective,
physically fixed and culturally constructed, absolutely proper
and endlessly displaced, colour can appear as an unthinkable
scandal” (Stephan Melvile in Gage, 1999).

2.2.4 Colour – human relation
To understand colour influence it is inevitable to describe a
relation between human and colour.
By human experience a colour obtains specific meaning.
The chapter offers an overview of main features referring to
colour-human relations.
Investigation of the relation between colour and human
response is determinant for further colour application in space
with respect to human experience.
Information achieved in scientific literature may serve as a
knowledge foundation for further establishment of design
principles.
For an existence of the colour perception three items are
required: a light, an object and a viewer.
The relation between a colour and a person can be described
(portrayed) by three characteristics: seeing, perception and
experience.
Seeing colours
The process of seeing is realized by sensory organs. Colour
appears when the visible spectrum of radiation comes in contact
with an object.
Some wavelengths are absorbed, others are reflected.
The reflected light that reaches human eye invokes a visual
stimulus.
Subjective vision depends on the light intensity and the light
source type. Beside this some individual abilities - sensitivity,
ability to record and transmit colour stimulus - can influence the
initial perception.
Perception of colour
Perception of colour means a procedure when the stimulated
eye retina passes the impulse to the brain.

Perception of colour

At the moment when the stimulus comes to the brain, some
previous prejudices and associations from experience are
invoked. Colour perception involves not only the immediate
visual factor but also includes memories, social, cultural,
educational and biological process. The combination of
psychological and physiological aspects defines final
perceptions (Vodvarka, 1999).
Experience of colour
Human experience of colour is influenced by psychophysiological preconditions. The act of experiencing means
to assign a certain quality to specific colour/colours. Human
evaluation of colour is induced by the interference of
physiological and psychological activities (Bruce et al., 2003).
The field of physiology describes the colour perception as
impulses coming to brain and influencing nervous and hormonal
functions. Human judgments and their affection by colour
proceed unconsciously. In normal situation the process is not
registered by a man.
In psychological perspective colours are joined to a personal
history and his acquired experience. People associate colours
with objects, places, actions.
Consequently colours evoke certain feelings. The same colour
makes individual experience record at each man. Every person
has its own unique responds. “Each objective colour stimulus that
we record from the outer world corresponds to a subjective
reaction from our inner world” (Meerwein et al., 2007).
In general some parts of responses are - for the human
population - the same, recorded in genetic code. Through the
human evolution some colours obtained certain symbolism. These
knowledge is embodied in the human genetic memory and it is
common extant for all population (Yantis, 2001).
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Factors influencing human perception of colour
There is an evidence for a rank of elements determining human
perception. They are mutually interlinked and interconnected in
one system.
Survey of general factors affecting human reactions is provided
in the chapter.
The aim of the section is to create an outline of fundamentals
shaping human perception of colours.

Personal factors
The system of physiological and psychological parameters of
an individual is creating a reaction to colour.
Visual impulse stimulates nervous system and subsequently
affects other physiological functions. Physiological reactions
depend on the state of sensor organs and characters of nervous
processes. The ability of vision is influenced by eye condition.
Eye characteristics change with the age, mood, and diseases.
Colour vision disorders like Achromatopsia, Monochromacy,
Dichromacy, Anomalous trichromacy may result in partly or
complete inability to differentiate colours ( Neitz, 2010).
Also the ageing process is closely linked to visual possibilities.
For example the colour acuity loss starts since the age of 18,
at that time the decrement of clarity for blue is 10%. Colours
are notably blurred for people older than 69 years (Vodvarka,
1999).
Psychological aspects of colour perception depend on the
state of mind at a certain moment of vision and on personal
characteristic. Emotional associations to colour are changed
during the life cycle.
The personal characteristic has high influence on colour selection.
Nevertheless, diverse studies bring various conclusions. From
the inconsistent research conclusions it can generalized: colour
preference by gender is imperceptible, young people favour
more bright colours contrary to aged ones (Dorcus, 1926;
Eysenck, 1941; Saito, 1994; Cubukcu & Kehraman, 2007).
Biological factors
They are representing physiological state. This level does not
interfere with emotions. Biological processes are linked with
reaction of brain on colour stimulus. Subsequently metabolism
and other organ processes are affected.
An impact on respiration and heart functions can serve as
an example of that function. Red colour increases speed of
metabolism as well as respiration and raises blood pressure.
On the contrary green or blue colour has calming result on
physiological conditions (Zawawi & Kamuruzzaman, 2010).
Collective unconscious
Collective unconscious is meant by Meerwein et al. (2007) as

Scheme of factors influencing human perception of colour
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(Meerwein et al., 2007)

2.2.5 Conclusion
archetypes obtained through human evolution. They signify
prehistoric memories and experience.
The red and yellow are associated with danger as in the past
were known like colours of fire and lightening (Potter and
Mikellides, 1976). Generally it can be stated they encompass
acquaintance from natural environment.
Symbols and associations
This section portrays individual responses to colour. Colours are
linked with a certain character for human. Affection depends
on the personal experience, knowledge and culture. This part
is strongly cohesive with feelings and emotions. Scientific
researchers showed that certain responses are identical for
majority of people or specific groups. An association of yellow
with heat as reference to the Sun (Zawawi and Kamuruzzaman
2010) can serve as an example.
Cultural factors
It has been verified that people of a certain group have
resembling opinion on a colour.
In scientific literature the type of education, religion, place of
origin is the most mentioned parameters to have an influence to
colour perceptions (Cubukcu & Kehraman).
Example of cultural distinct colour association is shown in
difference between Europe and Asia. In European context white
colour symbolizes happiness. On the contrary in East-Asia white
is connected with mourning and death (Sable & Akcay, 2010).
Trends and fashion
Art styles influence human appreciation of colour. It is pertinent
to distinguish between short living rash trends and fundamental
art philosophizes.

Colour has an ability of refreshing simplicity for visual
communication in space
Colour should be seen as powerful visual element having
symbolic effect with a potentiality to influence human mind and
physiology.
It has a capacity to be used as a tool of design focusing on
visual aspects. For its easily noticeable character it is suitable as
an instrument to visually direct.
Beneficial aspects of bringing vivid pleasure atmosphere
are noticeable. Differentiation of objects can be established
by colour design as well. Uniqueness of the place could be
potentiality improved.
It is essential to realize that the colour is one part of the whole
complex system perceived by a man. In the environment a
colour is not experienced separately but always in context with
other objects.
A colour is a subjective and volatile aspect depending on
person, space and time. Colour may link meaning, evokes
associations, connects to emotions of people etc.
There is no any definitive style how to use a colour correctly, it
always depends on circumstances.
No distinction as ‘bad or good’ colour can be conveyed; the
context is the influencing aspect from where the conclusion can
be led.
The colour perception is highly subjective. The definite conclusion
on colour influence has to be written carefully. Nevertheless
there are some aspects valid for majority of people. Certain
implications can be availed in general.
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2 . 3 C o lo urs in m o b il ity
2.3.1 World´s examples of colour use in mobility
This part describes the demonstration of contemporary colour
utilization in transport stations in the world. It offers examples
of colour use in rail-station system. Not only a survey of colour
use is dealt, but also the colour function in the public rail-stations
is mentioned.
The railway stations some swatches of subway system are
presented - due to the high similarity of both systems - to
portrait whole scale of colour use possibilities commonly used in
the world.
The most famous examples of the use of colour scheme in
transport can be found mainly on lines of subway.
The coordination of individual lines is solved by colour
diagrams. Main function of a figure is to help passenger
with orientation - it must be simply readable and clear - to
understand the network layout. Line directions are “named” (for
example according to the final destination) and it is assigned by
certain colour.
Diverse zones are commonly marked by colour as well.
According to the distinction of colour sectors passengers
can associate different price cost and approximate time of
travelling with certain district.

Subways in New York use an information system combining
letters and colours to drive people inside the labyrinth of
corridors. Track lines are marked with coloured circle with
specific letter or number inside. The subway is utilizing hierarchy
system; identical colour represents lines that use the same track.
Another example is from Tokyo. It has strong need of readable
design of transport system due to complexity of lines and high
amount of people inside corridors. For identification whole
names of destination with assigned colour is used.
The pictorial style of information system is characteristic for
Tokyo subway. The advantage of the pictorial system is clear - it
is independent on language knowledge and it can be evaluated
more quickly than the same information with text only.

Colorful symbols in New York subway

Subway lines in London

http://www.projectmapping.co.uk/Reviews/
Resources/london-underground-tube-map.gif
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Pictoral style in Tokyo

(Shuffield,2011)

http://www.kenjiizumi.com/
blog/20080617%20fukutoshin01.
jpg

Koln/Bonn airport train station builds on colour lightening on
platforms. The application prefers the aesthetic characteristics
more than the functional perspective. Resembling style of colour
use may be seen in Heron Quays train station in London.

Colourful lightning system in Koln/Bonn train station

http://imageshack.us/photo/myimages/114/colognebonnairport
2ai3.jpg/

Design of subway in Munich evoking rainbow

http://farm4.static.flickr.m/3056
/2485858059_6c8a71c567.jpg

Subway station in Munich presents the whole scale of colours.
The design is presented as an artistic expression. The important
fact is that the design is connected with the locality. It is related
to famous painter Candid Pietro who worked for the city in 16th
century.
Contemporary the artist Karim Rashid created the style of
subway station in Naples (Italy). His artistic creation offers a
play of colours. The intention is to propose vivid space pleasing
vision of passengers by colour palette. Each platform is
equipped with furniture of certain colour which can be helpful
for orientation of people too.

Station in Naples applying colourful design

http://www.architypereview.com/img/uploaded/
projects/477/napoli-metro-rashid-6567_rpg.jpg
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2.3.2 Contemporary use of colours in train stations in Netherlands
Ways of colour use for directing passengers in the station area
is discussed in this section.
Stations of Utrecht, Den Haag CS, Amsterdam CS, Amsterdam
Amstel and Arnhem were chosen to serve as samples of colour
observation.
In the Netherlands the main colours customized by railway
company are yellow and dark blue. They are used to inform
passengers that the services belong to the railway provider.
These colours, primarily yellow one, are placed on important
facilities and services with reference to travelling - trains, time
tables, information desks, ticket machines.
Yellow colour means a symbol of train travelling. Generally
taken - by following yellow railway facilities a passenger can
get all main information in need. Assigning certain colour to
a transport function brings better orientation in the railway
station.
Another element where the applied colour has its importance in
design is the safety guiding pathway. Such corridors are mainly
situated on the ground close to the train tracks to provide
warning of safe distant from the rail track. Colour contrast plus
change of floor structure noticeable even by tactile senses are
main items of design.
In perspective of aesthetic a colour is used minimally. Stations
in the Netherlands are represented by a functional design with
limited amount of colourful building decoration or art pieces.
The main colourful elements of current stations are
advertisements. Commercial tables occur through the whole
station environment.
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Den Haag

Amsterdam Amstel

2.3.3 Conclusion
In present time there is a high utilization of colours as a leadings
sign in subway systems. Colourful lines with other characteristics
(like name of districts or specific signs) are used as directing
information. Nevertheless the colour is applied in the map
layout and pictograms only, not in the station design itself.
There are some stations employing colour in their environment.
In most cases the purpose of colour use is aesthetic expression.
The use of colour to simplify orientation is dormant or not so
important.
In the Netherlands, the main standard system to display
direction from main hall to platform is established by electronic
displays together with time schedule, name of destination
and the number of platform. Colour is not used to express the
direction. For the train system in the Netherlands the colours
selected by NS mean for passenger.
Colour as a component of art is found sporadically in train
stations. Dominant colour of railway environment in current
system is grey.
Large amount of colourful advertisements crashes that
impression, it doesn’t have positive effect to orientation in the
station. Their aesthetical value for a space is also disputable.
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Utrecht station, information board
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3 .2 Hy po th es is
According to railway operational providers there are several
requirements to compose a functional and successful system in
train stations. Among them are: efficiency, a representative look,
a pleasurable atmosphere, and convenient arrangement of
space and safety (Bax & Vaalstra, 2006).
The main purpose of a train station is to allow people to
efficiently and quickly locate their train and continue their
journey or exit the terminal.
Clear signage in the train station is thus a very important and
necessary aspect of effective and pleasant travelling (ProRail,
2011; Connor, 2011; Bax & Vaalstra, 2006). It is essential to
provide an easily understandable train setting for passengers.
Entire environment of the exterior and interior spaces of the
terminal must be considered when creating how passengers
move within the station.

3 .3 Re se arch q u es ti o ns
The main question:
How can colour design help with site orientation in train stations?
The additional question:
Does colour design implementation affect train station uniqueness?

3 . 1 O bj e c tiv e

3 .4 Re se arch m e th o ds

This paper is written with an attempt to optimize passenger
orientation and enhance the individuality of a terminal by
application of colour characteristics on the site.

A research method is an arrangement of the study process to
propose reliable answers to research questions.
Research methods consist of questions, data collections, analysis,
interpretation, synthesis, design and final conclusion.
It is important to mention that research steps are not linear in
time process; they interlink and influence mutually.

The main objective of the thesis is to orientate people in a train
station environment by the smart targeted utilization of colour
design.
The additional aim is to use colour to enhance the uniqueness of a
train station
The research focuses on a relationship between environment and
the individual, represented by a train station and a passenger.
The field of study is framed by colour utilization.
The colour is seen as a tool for possible design improvement.
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With colour application it is possible to improve an orientation in
a train station environment; at the same time accomplishing the
train station uniqueness and aesthetics.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Initial process of the study was scientific literature research.
Other data were obtained from site analysis of train stations.
Based on scientific literature the theory scheme of colour use in
train station was created. Possibilities of colour for orientation
and appearance purposes are displayed by the scheme.
People’s perception of the train station is altered by use of
colour. The scheme proposes design guidelines.
Theoretical study and analysis lead to better understanding of

the topic.
The design principles were applied on specific territories. Five
stations from the Netherlands were selected for site analysis.
The selection criteria were: mid- or large sized train stations,
national importance, the diversity of transportation modes, such
as train, tram, metro, buses and access to the train stations. The
sites differ with historical background and quality of a setting.
One of the train stations, Utrecht station, was chosen as the main
example on which design guidelines findings would be tested.
Selected stations for observation:
Utrecht
Den Haag CS
Arnhem
Amsterdam CS
Amsterdam Amstel

3.4.1 Data collection procedures
Literature
Data from railway companies operating train station and
services, Nederlandse Spoorwegen and ProRail, was used, as
well as scientific literature.
Case studies
Case studies describe the role and position of colour in
transportation signage. They provide a general overview of
the current colour usage in stations. The focus was primarily on
train stations but other similar types of transportation system
buildings have been chosen as case studies. Beside train
stations, subway stations are used as examples also. The reason
for the decision is the limited application of colour design in
train stations specifically.
Observation

Utrecht Centraal was chosen as the main design representative
whereas as an additional model for the design Den Haag
Central Station was selected. The design strategy was applied
on future faces of train stations. The design is detailed and
visualized.
Research by design is used as a method to gain innovative
ideas. Ideas and theories were tested by visualization in this
section. Design principles arisen from scientific research, site
analysis and through research by design.
Design show possibilities of principles application.

Observation results are the main part of the analysis section.
Pictures, photographs and schematics are used in the study.
Interviews with experts
The interviews with specialists of the Landscape Architecture
and Architect departments and Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS)
officials are included in the research.

Mixed strategy is used as a method approach of the research.
Open-ended and closed question are employed. Graphs,
schemes, numeric data of scientific research and visual
information are utilized. Theoretical approaches emerge in the
thesis. Also, personal values are brought into the design.
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3. 5 S c o pe

The scope of the thesis is dealing with current and future design
of train stations in the Netherlands.
As the focus of the research is placed on visual aspects in train
stations, the data are occupied mainly with theories related
to colour, environmental behaviour studies and urban design
theories.
Colour has a broad range of interpretation in different
domains. For the research purposes the main characteristic of
colour and human responds to it within a space were taken as
relevant information.
The aim of the study is to describe a colour and its influence
possibilities on people within a space. The thesis does not intend
to be engaged in technical aspects of colour appearance and
detailed mechanisms of colour vision.
The thesis has potential to be utilized for interdisciplinary
research. The domains of interior design, architecture and
human psychology are interconnected in this study.
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THEORY

Railway transport game
(Free world group, 2011)

INTRODUCTION
THEORY

Railway transport game
(Free world group, 2011)
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4 . 1 I ntro d uc t io n

The essential aspects regarding the colour perception on the
train station are displayed in the diagram. Three main figures
generate the field of the research scheme. The train station is
a representative of a place. A passenger is demonstrating an
example of a human and the colour is the focussed field.

mutually affected. In reality it is not feasible to separate
influencing elements one from another. They are involved in a
complex system inducing certain effect.
The main diagram goal is to present major factors of colour
phenomenon in the relation: train station – passenger. The

The scheme is representing theoretical foundation for further
investigation. Creation of the scheme is based on scientific
literature study. The correlation between the train station and
passengers within sphere of colours force is portrayed in the
model. The aim is to depict relevant aspects of the topic and
their characteristics.
The chart is divided into two main parts reflecting spatial and
human factors possibly influencing perception of colours on the
station.
The sections are partitioned further to specific elements.
Characteristics of each part and its affection to colour
appearance is described.
It is important to mention that all aspects are linked and

endeavour is to depict possibilities and limitations in colour use.
Potential reaction of human perception and spatial appearance
is the aiming target.
It must be mention that the human factors are closely interlinked
with spatial characteristics. The division into two parts is for
orientation.
An overview of the available action field is beneficial to render
possible forms of the mutual influence. The description of factors
and their characters are beneficial for establishment of the
design principles.

Scheme representing the field of study
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4 . 2 S p ati a l f a c to r s

Spatial factors are concerned with elements affecting colour
appearance in space. The section relates to nature of colour
and its relation to space characteristics. This section was divided
into four main parts. Each part offers a general description and
an explanation of the mode of influence.

Experiments of foreground-background colour relation are
other examples of the statement. Colours with maximal
saturation and brightness are the most noticed (67%). From
these vivid colours the most significant seems to be the spectrum
of yellow-green and cyan (45%) (Camgöz et al., 2003).

4.2.1 Colour inner characteristic
Colour definition consists of three inherent characteristics: hue,
saturation and intensity.
The character of hue is modified by a certain wavelength
frequency. The hue is commonly referred in the literature by
basic colour names.
The mixture of white or shade of grey with a certain hue
represents saturation. Pastel colours are examples of high level
of saturation. Low saturated colours look pale (means great
ratio of white).
Intensity, also called value, refers to presence of light. Colours
with full intensity appear bright; on the contrary colours of low
intensity become darker.
Mutual interference of colour’s inner aspects leads to different
appearance.
Not only proportions of hue but also the other components
should be taken into account regarding to the influence on a
man mood. Saturation and intensity have a power to change
strongly an impression of colour. The same hue can reach totally
different effect by alternating their values.
An example: variation of green tones. Green colour with mild
pastel tone results in calm and restful look. The same green with
high intensity appears shiny, vivid and easily noticeable (Küller
et al., 2009).
Both tones of green are having completely different impact on
human perception.
The general conclusion of investigation: The modification of
saturation and intensity has stronger perceptual effect than the
change of hue itself (Camgöz et al., 2003).
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Colour atributes model
http://toolboxes.flexiblelearning.net.au/demosites/series12/12_02/toolbox12_02/

4.2.2 Quantity and combination of colours
Different vehemence of colour effect can be reached by its
quantity. Equilibrium of visual experience requires two aspects
- visual interest and visual order. If one of the items is not
achieved the visual experience becomes either boring by
under-stimulation or chaotic by over-stimulation (Gage, 1999).
Human brain refuses what cannot be comprehend. In extreme
situation a person cannot stand to look at surrounding if the
vision is uncomfortable.
For a pleasant visual feeling it is advisable to create a colour
harmony. The simple preposition valid all the times asserts that
an infinite inspiration of colour harmony can be found and
learned from nature.
A theoretical colour scheme has been created for harmonious
appearance. Spectrum circle was established on visible
wavelengths of light. The simple diagram was designed by Sir

4.2.3 Arrangement and quality of space
Isaac Newton and then evolved by other respected scientists like
Johann Goethe, Wilhelm Oswald and Albert Munsell (Vodvarka,
1999).
A relation between different hues is visible on the colour
diagram.
Standard colour diagrams are stated in this section.
Analogous colour scheme groups together adjacent colours.
One colour is appointed as dominant and others emphasize it.
The nuance of colours is elaborated by the style.
Complementary colour scheme is composed by two colours
lying on opposite positions on the colour wheel. Contrast
between colours is stressed by the method (Sargent, 1964).

Analogous colour scheme

In this section are distinguished several units influencing colour
appearance are distinguished. The part encompass: position of
colour in space, arrangement of space, time and other spatial
elements.
Position of colour in space
Colour is a part of objects. In real settings it cannot be
segregated from its carrier.Colour as well occupies certain
position towards other colours; together they may create a
specific pattern.
There is a relation between a colour and a dimension. Lighter
objects seem ostensibly wider and larger than the dark ones
with the same size (Porter and Mikellides, 1976). Therefore
white painted room looks larger than the same one coloured in
black. Identical verdict is claimed by Acking and Kuller (1968)
who declares: spaciousness is larger when the lightness of the
place increases.
Arrangement of space
Interaction between elements in space, where a colour is one of
representatives, creates certain compositions.
Plenty of possibilities of arrangement exist. According to
the way of application the organization leads to a certain
character of space: open space, density, depth, rhythm, contrast,
balance, proportions...
For all mentioned characters colour can have supplemental
impact or even main leading capacity.
The significant note is that the human eye is disposed to see
more easily colours and lights than any forms or structures
(Swirnoff, 2003).

Complemetary colour scheme

Time
Time is another variable. The colour experience depends on
a period of observation. A method of perception is important
to be noticed. People while sitting have much sharper vision of
space than during walking. By moving a picture of surrounding
is blurred.
Other spatial elements
The elements of space as form, size, structure, light and material
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4 . 3 H um an f act o rs

are building blocks that create the spatial organization. All
factors are mutually interconnected. Colour affects them and at
the same it is affected by them.
The space can be significantly changed by the sort of used
materials. Warm and natural materials, like wood, are more
preferred generally. They cause comfortable feeling (Ridoutt et
al., 2002).
Plants in close spaces can have an effect of a supportive
element of soothing and cheerful stimulation. An empirical
research has showed that indoor plants have positive effect on
the temper of people (Larsen et al., 1998). Fear and anger can
be vanished by looking at nature.
According to Larsen (1998) even painting of nature has a
positive effect.

4.2.4 Light intensity
Light as an electromagnetic wave contains in the visible
spectrum range of colours. Colour as a characteristic of the
radiation cannot be separated from it. Without light people
are not able to perceive colours. This simple fact is many times
neglected, even by architects (Mattiello, 2004).

The aim of this section is to portrait the relation between the
human vision and colours. From wide range of factors the
chapter analyses aspects closely connected to the main topic of
train station perception.
The relation is highly complex and complicated. Number of
influential possibilities is encompassed in subject. Following
aspects were chosen to describe the question: the visible
spectrum, the vision field, mood and feelings and visual
memories.

4.3.1 Visible spectrum
Generally the light is an electromagnetic wave which is native
to the Sun. Visible colour comes from the continual light spectrum
that can be grasped by vision. Only the narrow range of
wavelength can be perceived by a human eye. For people the
visible sector is from about 390 nm to 750 nm. (Glenn Elert,
1998). The colours vision is thereby determined by the limitation
of human receptors.

Quantity of light, as well as type, may influence a man mood.
Knez (1995) says that the style of lighting affects the human
emotional disposition. In accordance with him the white warm
light has more positive results than the white cold one.
The presence of windows and openings has a significant impact
to the human state of mind (McKahan, 1993). The view-through
may form positive emotions, reduce fatigue and calm rush
feelings of people.

Wavelength scheme

http://www.infraredcamerasinc.com/
Thermography-FAQ/General-Thermography/
Thermography-Faqs.html
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4.3.2 Field of vision
A man vision field in space is limited. Common visible angle in
vertical orientation is 130°. Within this area the sharpest seeing
is in the range of 10°. In horizontal plane the comfortable vision
is up to about 60°. Nevertheless side view can reach more than
180° - such called peripheral vision (United Nations, 2004).
The reality that a man cannot focus all objects in the vision
field at the same moment brings another limitation for people.
Visual attention is a selective method when the high priority
information are evaluated as first. Visually salient objects are
processed with high priority, other data consequently (Hansen &
Essack, 2004).

Angle of vision

As an example of symbolism it can be mentioned a feeling of
bright yellow colour - vivid and lively. Yellow is for centuries
associated with the Sun, as the common paradigm of yellow
appearing object (Wierzbicka, Anna, 2006). In the same time
it is one of the most sensitive colours for an eye. Yellow can
easily invoke attention. Blood pressure and respiration process
raise by bright colours as well. The combination of effects
gives results, that the yellow colour signifies cheerfulness and
enlightenment for people (Potter & Mikellides, 1976).
In spite of scientifically proved colour effects on a man;
Meerwein et al. (2007) noted that after the initial period the
colour impact on the physical reaction calms. The first impression
of colour surrounding appears the most strongest.

www.technologyreview.com/blog/mimssbits/26624/

4.3.3 Mood, feelings
A colour also influences the human state of mind. Physiological
processes and emotional stage may be affected by use of
colour. The process can pass consciously or unconsciously.
Due to the number of information the part is divided into
sections: symbolism, preference, synesthesia.
Symbolism
Symbolism is formed by generalization of the colour effect and
traditional notion. Human colour experience is partly influenced
by that. A significant impact of the colour association can be
found in culture, education and practise.

Psychological impact of color
(mentioned hues are in middle tones)
(Potter and Mikellides, 1976; in Zawawi and Kamuruzzaman 2010)
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Preference
The fact that a colour is associated with emotions is tied to
colour preferences. The topic answers if the colour invokes
negative or rather positive feelings.
It was scientifically proved that the positive colour choice can

People´s responds on clour calming qualities

(Crozier, 1999)

have healing force effect (Torre, 2006).
Process of colour effect to people and their reaction has to be
to a certain scale generalized. The generalized results cannot
be explicitly suitable for all people.
Study of interiors in Turkey (Cubukcu & Kahraman, 2008)
shows people colour preferences of buildings. The research has
discovered that the most preferred colour of buildings is yellow.
The solution is likely to be influenced by the cultural ground.
Research of Küller et al. (2009) says that colour interiors
have several different influences to a man. Colours of long
wavelengths (red, orange, yellow) create excited stage in a man
mind. Impression is even increased by higher intensity of light..
The experiment to indicate worker’s mood showed that emotions
improve in more colourful rooms. It is significant to mention that
during the test colours were in moderate and neutral tone. It
was also detected that people in negative mood and introverts
are affected by colourful environment even more. (Küller et al.
2009).

Numbers in table show the survey of studies dealing with colour
preferences. Distinct researches were collected and compared by
Crozier (1999) to provide a summary of people favour colours.
Column of numbers displays how often the colour appeared on the
first position as the most favourite in different research studies.
The summary of adults colour preference rating
Hue
Total
Blue
16
Green 16
Red
16
Purple 13
Orange 11
Yellow 16

People´s responds on clour calming qualities
(Kamaruzzaman & Zawawi, 2010)
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The summary of children colour preference rating
Hue
Total
Blue
6
Green 6
Red
7
Purple 3
Orange 4
Yellow 7
(Crozier, 1999)

4.3.4 Visual memory
Synesthesia
A colour does not stimulate only the visual sense. By action of
parallel associations other human senses like touch, smell, taste,
hearing are influenced too. The process is called synesthesia
effect (Meerwein, G., et al., 2007).
Due to impressions of other senses the colour is able to
obtain descriptive characterization such as softness, hardness,
sweetness etc.
The most referenced case of synesthesia in scientific literature
is a temperature. According to the dominant wavelength colour
the qualities of warm and cold are attributed to a certain
colour. These terms are commonly used by artist to describe the
palette of their creation.
Colours with long wavelength are presented as warm, while the
ones with short wavelength are called cold (Arnheim, 1974).
Colours generally regarded as warm are: red, yellow and
orange. To the group of cold can be sorted: blue, green, purple
(Kaya & Epps, 2004).

This paragraph deals with relation between the visual
perception and memory possibilities. The visual experience is
continuously gathered through all human life. Certain assumption
is brought by individual to further practise.
There are different types of memory distinguished according to
a period of brain function (Bruce et al., 2003).
The shortest interval is assigned to a sensory memory. The
duration of such a process takes several milliseconds. In that
moment the information is chosen to be either ignored or
perceived.
If the case of perception is selected other type of memory
termed as short is used. In the same time data are remembered
and processed there. The interval takes from seconds to minute.
Number of objects and their complexity highly influences the
memory stage.
Long term visual memory has an ability to store remembrance
till the end of life. It can be divided to conscious and unconscious
memory. All the fact, skills, symbols are inserted in this memory
section (Lukem, 2011).

This rule can be altered by the tone of colour depending on
the saturation and intensity of the colour. For example green
in intensity of middle range is normally considered as cold on
the contrary green with high intensity is perceived as neutral or
warm (spring green leaves) (McKahan, 1993).
Due to the visual illusion an object of colours with cooling effect
looks smaller than the one of warm colours. Even in equal
amount of could and warm colours the warm ones can visually
overpower colours with cold character. Warm colours are
outstanding while the cold ones step back (Arnheim, 1974).
Further it is not just a character of colour which predicate an
attribute of temperature but also other aspects like surface of
objects with matt or shine effect.

Sensory memory
(iconic memory)
< 1 seconds

Short-term memory
(working memory)
< 1 min.

Long-term memory

life-time
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4 . 4 Re c o m m en d ati o n s

Obtained information results from theoretic scheme based on
scientific literature review.
A recommendation of a design is offered for each aspect
in the diagram. The primary research focus is placed to an
improvement of orientation in train stations.
All factors refer to colour application. Colour is seen as a
design tool.
Detailed overview of findings guides to establishment of
general design principles.
Visible spectrum
Millions of different colour tones can be described by technical
measurements, nevertheless just a small fragment of it is visible
for a man’s eye. Vision of colours is limited for people.
For a design it is useful to select distinctive types of colour for
different purpose. The endeavour is to clearly visually separate
a function of different objects by application of colour.
To see colours distinctly it is necessary to retain sufficient amount
of light in a place, both natural and artificial.

Mood, feelings
Green, blue in middle shades have been regarded as the most
relaxing colours soothing tension.
These types of colours are suitable for resting place. On the
contrary, hues as red, orange, yellow have impact on increase
physiological process, as comprehensive blood pressure,
speed of briefing and others. These colours should be used for
important leading aspects and alarm signals.
It is inevitable to carefully operate with an amount of colours.
Excess of bright colours in a space can conduct to overloading
and discomfort perception. Deficient of colours and plain design
contribute to boring stage.
Visual memories
Visual memory of people is limited. Men are not able to grasp
all information in one time. Therefore bright, clearly visible
colours should be applied for main data.
Life experiences prepare certain presumptions. Yellow colour
is known as a symbol of train travelling in the Netherlands. It is
useful to continue in that tradition to help people to recognise

Visible field
Due to a human vertical position on two legs and the location
of eyes an observation of the world is based horizontally.
All information placed in horizontal level is easily noticeable.
Important data is beneficial to situate there.
Boards for large amount of people are requisite to locate
above the horizontal line to provide vision for every observer
even from large distance.
There is a need for sufficient space in front of the information
boards to ensure gathering of people.
For the public places with rush spirits, as train stations, it is
significant to consider a design through element of movement.
People perceive the space in motion mode. The vision is more
blurred than during sitting. It is important to provide main
orientation points in clear noticeable style to be grasped during
moving.
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train services and lead them by yellow signals. It is advisable to
place yellow colour outside as well, in train station surrounding,
to indicate a direction to the building.
Colour inner characteristics
Maximal saturation and intensity are the most noticed colour
variables. It is convenient to apply their ultimate value for
important signs.
Spectrum of yellow-green with high saturation level is the most
perceived one. Only the most essential information should be
coloured by them.
Quantity and combination of colours
Colourful extremes are improper for the vision comfort.
It is advisable to avoid plain and excessive design style.
Signs with bright, vivid tints are befitting for visual leading in
the space.

Arrangement and character of space
Comparing colour to other spatial aspects like form, texture,
material etc. – the colour is the most easily remarkable element.
Combination with other elements can create even stronger
impression. Colourful line can serve as an example.
Colour is not standing separately. Its placement on space is an
important feature. Ceilings are not so visibly significant as walls
or floors.
Perception and appreciation is affected by type of colourful
objects. Green colour situated on a plant has higher relaxing
effect than its position on a column.
Even painted elements of nature have calming effect.
Light
Light is a fundamental aspect of colour vision. Colours will be
not distinct and visible under insufficient light conditions.
In train stations, like in other public space, it is inevitable to
have sufficient lightning for easily readable view. Effortless
orientation, comfort, safety should be standard in that places.
Colourful artificial light can be used for expressive appearance.
It contributes to night light effect.
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Table of aspects with recomendations for a design
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Amsterdam CS, main hall

INTRODUCTION
ANALYSIS
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Den Haag Centraal
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ANALYSIS

Utrecht

Arnhem

5. 1 I ntro duc ti o n

5 . 2 S ite id e nt i fica t io n

Accurate site analyses are crucial as a guide for better
proposals of design implementation and place redevelopment
(James, 2007).
Inventory of picked train stations in the Netherlands are
provided by the analysis. Four different stations were selected
for the research.
Criteria for the choice are following: middle size or large size
of a station, national and international importance as travelling
node, different transport modes meeting in the station area.
The role of the site inventory is to explore existing situation
structural and positional characteristic of train stations. The main
focus is put on colour utilization in the place.
The aim of the initial phase is to study the different elements
which influence the appearance of stations especially colour
characteristic inside the station hall. Visual studies are also
involved in the step.
Beside overall look the chapter is giving attention to details as
significant elements for definition of a train station. Details are
seen here as relevant aspects for an evaluation of concept with
a force to modify the overall structure and colour position in
train stations.

The section is providing an overview of a site location, direction
of the building in surroundings and orientation towards cardinal
points. The map study is displayed in three different scale
levels.
Position of a train station within the city is presented in the first
map. The aim of this map is to portray a location of the station
in a broad prospective.
Disposition towards the city centre is depicted by the following
plan.
City centre is commonly situated in the core historical district of
a town. Dominant building constructions with significant public
services, squares of gathering and other important public
elements can be found in the area. City centre serves as a point
of orientation and meeting point.
It was considered essential to portray a connection between a
city centre and a train station to evaluate spatial position.
The image is offering detailed view of place arrangement
in nearest surrounding of a station and an orientation of exits
towards cardinal points.

The chapter of site analysis is divided into the following parts:
• Site identification analysis
• Historical analysis
• Walking analysis lines
• Yellow distraction analysis
• Entrance/Exit analysis
• Main hall analysis 360°
• Platform analysis 360°

Amsterdam CS

Amsterdam Amstel
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Utrecht station
Location of Utrecht station is situated in the core of the city.
Radial railway lines are spreading to all directions from
the station. Due to the central position of the city within the
Netherlands a net of railway lines is easily going to different
regions in the Netherlands. Metaphorically the station can be
seen as an important transport node not just for the city but for
the whole country.
In spatial layout city centre is located in close surrounding of
the station. Maze of historical roads is leading towards the old
centre. The orientations of many streets in the area are not
straight, but twist and turn according to a pattern of canals and
historic built up areas. Direction of streets is not straight but
it turns and curls according to a pattern of canals and ancient
built up district.
Main orientation of the building is east – west direction. An exit
facing to city centre is headed to the east.
Main feature of the building is an architectural connection of
the station with the large shopping mall Hoog Catharijne on
the east side. The railway station leads to two main squares
Vredenburg in the east and Jaarbeursplein in the west.

Connection to the city

General overview

Entrances from cardinal points

Organisation of the platform
http://www.stationsinfo.nl/UtrechtCS1.htm
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Den Haag CS
Train station Den Haag CS is situated near a cost of North
Sea. The station is a terminus so it is the final destination for
many travellers. Railway lines are ending at the station. It has
consequences for an arrangement of a building. Main hall with
all railway platforms are placed in the same level.
In close surrounding there are two squares leading to the
station. New business and culture district running to plaza
Spuiplein is located on the west side of the station. Square
named Plein can be reached by using station exit to the north.
Nevertheless this link between the building and the place is not
direct. The north part of the station is surrounded by a park.

General overview

Entrances from cardinal points

Connection to the city

Organisation of the platform
http://www.stationsinfo.nl/Den%20Haag%20HS.htm
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Arnhem
Position of the train station is in the city Arnhem in eastern
part of the Netherlands. The building is placed in a foothill of
Sonsbeek park and on a side of the Rhine river bank.
From a pedestrian‘s perspective the train station has clear
orientation north-south. The south part of the building is focused
on the historical part of the city. There are numerous paths
leading to the core of the city. Park Sonsbeek can be reached
by gate in the north.

General overview

Entrances from cardinal points

Connection to the city

Organisation of the platform
http://www.stationsinfo.nl/arnhem.htm
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Amsterdam CS
The station is positioned along the river IJ in Amsterdam. The
building was constructed on manmade islands. The arrangement
of streets towards the station is radial.
The exposure of the building is north-south.
The main direction to historical city is located in the south from
the train station.
A doorway in frontal side has a straight position to large city
square Dam. In current situation the main gate in a middle of
the building is under the construction. Therefore exits at the
sides are in use.
The north face of the building is enclosed by water.

General overview

Entrances from cardinal points

Connection to the city

Organisation of the platform
http://www.stationsinfo.nl/Amsterdam%20CS.htm
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Amsterdam Amstel
The building of the station is situated in suburb in the west part
of the capital city Amsterdam. It is the second built station in the
city. It is positioned in south west direction from the main station
Amsterdam CS.
None of station exits reach directly into the city square. The
station is located in a residential district. Vehicles traffic has
been designed to cover the large distance between the station
and city centre. Large distances to squares are designed for
vehicles. Passengers have to rely on other way of transport than
walking.

General overview

Entrances from cardinal points

Connection to the city
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Organisation of the platform

Conclusion
All analyzed stations are situated inside the city; none of them
are placed outside of built up areas.
The position within a city influences the transport into a station
and the town. By choice of other transport modes around
stations all mentioned examples have easy connection to other
parts of a city. It is important to notice the station is not standing
by itself in a landscape but all different facilities and services
are attached to it.
Spatial connection between researched stations and city centre
is present. The role in the phenomena plays a fact that most
of analyzed stations have been built before 20th century.
Therefore the distance between stations and city centres is
relatively small. The only exception is Amstel station which
was constructed [in the 20th century]. Its position in the suburbs
predestines its problem for travellers to reach the centre of the
town. Lack of spatial contact with any public place of gathering
is also a problem for the station.
The most visible link between a city and a station is perceptible
in the case of Amsterdam CS connected with Dam square. A
road leads straight from the main frontal doorway towards the
city square.
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5. 3 H i s to ri c al analy si s

Lines of history are showing transformation of train stations
during their existence.
The schema displays building modification from the year of an
origin till the future appearance of it.
Through the scheme is visible a line of development between
different stages of train stations. The growth and transformation
shows style and demands during certain periods.
The purpose of the analysis is to find identical features of

individual stations and display a modification during years.
In the pictorial diagram there are main dates rounded to
tents for a better clarity. In the descriptive text all stations are
characterized in detailed terms. In a script dates are stated
explicitly without rounding.
Historical informations were obtained from Wichor Bramer
(2011). He is a manager of an electronic page occupied by
investigation of train stations history in the Netherlands.
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Utrecht
The year of opening is dated to 1843. The building was
constructed in neoclassic style.
A large transformation of the station happened in 1973.
The station was rebuilt by architects K. and M. van der
Gaast Schill. Reorganization of the station is connected with
a construction of shopping mall High Catherijne. From that
moment the station itself become part of the building complex.
Remodelling affected mostly the main entrance. The station does
not have independent entrance anymore from east side, leading
to city centre.
Due to the space limitation and increase of passengers there is
a plan for a reconstruction of the train station. The main hall is
supposed to be finished in 2015. The architect of new design is
Benthem Crouwel.
Glass surfaces and a wavy roof will be part of future face
design. Building has an intention to fulfil criteria of energy
neutral building.
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Den Haag CS
In 1970 construction of Den Haag Centraal started. It was built
as the second train station in the city.
Den Haag is a rare example of a city having two major
stations at the same time. The central station is utilized by trains
having the town as a final destination. Lines connecting cities of
Amsterdam and Rotterdam are leaded through another station
called Hollands Spoor railway station.
The architect of the station in Den Haag CS is K. van der
Gaast. The current view of the station is dominated by an office
building linked with the station hall. In current view dominates
block of office building linked with the station hall.
The station consists of two height levels. In the first floor are
located railway tracks, shops, offices and city line of trams.
Underneath complex is situated space for bikes and vehicles.
Designer of the new design project is Benthem Crouwel
Architekts. According to the plan the new station should be
fabricated in 2013.
The new low-rise rectangle building is planned to be made from
glass and steal. The roof design is created by glass formed in
strictly geometric lines. The openness and transparency is the
main theme of the new concept.

Arnhem
The first station in the city was open in year 1845. It is one of
the oldest in the Netherlands. Neoclassical building was typical
formation for that time. Similarity can be seen in pictures of
Utrecht station originated from similar period.
The building is consisting of two wings and one middle
pediment. The special feature was scenery view on Sonsbeek
Betuwe from terraces located on the side of the building.
Due to the deficient space after the Second World War the
station was re-designed in functional style by architect A.W. van
Erkel. The modernization is dated to 1954.
Since 21st century the municipality has been asking for a new
station with greater capacity and representative look.
Colourful temporary station by architect H.G.J. Schelling has
been open since 2006. The previous station had been torn
down. The current construction is a small sized disposition in the
southern location of the future plan.
The development of the station is one of the largest post-war
projects within the city.
Ben van Berkel, UNStudio are authors of the new station project.
The plan for completing the station is year 2010. During
construction the building met several problems financing the
project. Due to this reason, fabrications of the station have been
postponed several times. Investment for the station will reach
625 million Euros.
The character of the station represents futuristic design with
column-free structure and utilization of large glass surfaces. The
objective of designers was to construct transparent and wellarranged space.
There is a natural high difference around the station which
has to be overcome by design. Architects would like to offer a
model with effortless level passing.

Amsterdam CS
The building has dominated its surroundings for more than 130
years. The station is considered a historical monument of the city.
The central station is located in the waterfront of IJ. It is placed
on man-made islands, stabilized by thousands of wooden piles.
The main structure has remained the same in all main characters
since it was built. The station was constructed in Gothic Revival
style. It was built with a cooperation of architects JPH Cuypers
and AL Gendro. Protruded large hall with two wings on the side
are main features. The building is distinctive by its ornamental
decoration in frontal wall. Concerning the outside facade there
is a strong predominating perception of red brigs.
Over the years the station was enlarged several times. Central
hall was increased in years 1954 and 1984.
The place covers all different styles of transportation which are
connected in one node system: train, bus, trams, bikes, taxi,
metro, ferry and pedestrians.
The building is currently under construction.Designer of the
station are Benthem Crouwel Architekten and Merks + Girod
office. The future design is plan to combine aspect of modern
demand with historical qualities from 19th century.
South part of the station will be redesigned mainly for
pedestrians and tram transport whereas the north exit will lead
to international bus station covered with glass roof. The new
plan has an endeavour to bring visual connection between river
IJ and the city.
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Amsterdam Amstel
The station of Amsterdam Amstel originates in year 1939. An
architect of the construction is HGJ Schelling, the same designer
as for temporary train station in Arnhem.
The station belongs to latest construction of train station in
Netherlands. It has risen as a part of a developing project
of new area for workers in the east of Amsterdam. It lies in
outskirts of the town.
The primary appearance of the station remains the same
from its inception. The building has an A- frame structure. The
direction of the station hall is perpendicular to platforms. In a
view dominates concrete and glass materials. In the walls of
station can be seen pictures from artists Peter Alma and Theo
van Reijn. The decorations were created in 1939, in the same
year as the station originate.
In ‘70s there has been an alternation of the tracks. From
original four train lines, two of them had been remodelled to
metro lines.
In 2001 small re-design of the station had happened.
According to modern standards there had been added shops
inside the main hall.
In current stage only small aspects have been changed. The
station went through a renovation of facilities in the main hall in
2010. At the present time there is no existing proposal of larger
future change.
Amsterdam Amstel is place of a connection for diverse transport
modes. The station can be seen as a prototype of transport hub
where all main transport types are meeting: train, bus, tram,
taxi, metro.
International buses have a main access station there.

Conclusion
Through a survey of train station transformation it is possible to
observe distinct construction periods with certain styles. Volume
of modification is visible for each train station by the diagram.
As an evaluation from the historical analysis it can be
summarized that stations with the biggest changes are in
Utrecht and Arnhem. On the contrary the train station with small
alternation of main character is Amsterdam CS.
It has to be mentioned the enormous transformation have
happened inside the station with technology and services. This is
referring to all stations without difference.
Modernization of the transport modes is demanding updated
equipment. In addition rising number of passengers and their
requirements are pushing to modification of space and services.
All these forces have had the main influence for modernization
and transfiguration of stations.
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5. 4 Fut ure fa c e

Modernization of transportation is progressing rapidly.
Train transport is one mode which is undergoing substantive
transformation in 21st century. Currently public transport
renovation has a lot of attention from a government.
The main motive behind the transformation of main stations
in the Netherlands is insufficient space for passengers. Major
initiators of the effect are rise of population in general,
subsequently growth of travellers and development of the new
high-speed railway lines. It is expected that construction of high
speed train track should transfer more passengers in the near
future.
The amount of passengers is growing around three percents
current years according the annual report of NS. To handle
this increase there is a need for a reconstruction of old trains
halls. In many cases stations are built after Second World War
and nowadays they are in inadequate states for new transport
parameters, mainly high amount of travellers.
The era is putting new demand for station utilization and
appearance. The main goals of the new stations are usually
mentioned as clarity and representative character. These trends
are evident for numerous train stations of the 21st century.
Enlargement of station hall is obvious primary goal. The style
of building is characterised by open surfaces, light construction
with utilization of vast block by glass windows. Appearance
of the station is mostly occurring as white- shadow monumental
glass building.
Movement towards addition of shopping mall inside the main
hall is apparent in almost all stations in the world.
Requirement of travellers is changing. In general there are two
main aspects demanded for all new designs of train transport:
comfort and speed. Travellers have different demands of
travelling than decades before. In day to day transportation
people would like to be transported fast and comfortably with
a provision of all necessary information.
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New stations:
Most of the stations have a plan to be changed in the near
future. Stations of Utrecht, Amsterdam Centraal, Arnhem, Den
Haag CS are currently in the construction phase. Construction
should be finish by the year 2015 for all stations. The process of
changes is showing a trend of train transport modernization.
Bellow are mentioned all researched stations with future plan
face. The information about amount of passengers and desired
future design of stations are taken from NS railway report
(2011).

Utrecht
Address: Stationshal 12, Utrecht. 3511CE
Design: Benthem Crouwel Architekts
Plan to be completed: 2015
Expected passengers in 2020: 360,000 per day
2005: 59 million travellers per year 2025: approximately 100
million travellers per year
The complex of the train station will come through radical
transformation. The amount of passengers will double from
years 2005 till 2025. The room for travellers will be not
adequate anymore. The growth of travellers is mainly caused
due to the future development of a new high speed line leading
from Amsterdam Cs through Utrecht to Cologne.
The aim of the design is to enlarge the space and offer open,
light construction connecting all transport nodes.

Utrecht Centraal 2015, by Benthem Crouwel Architekts
http://www.benthemcrouwel.nl/portal_presentation/transport/utrecht-cs
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Den Haag
Addres: Koningin Julianaplein 10 , Den Haagm 2595AA
Design: Benthem Crouwel Architekts
Plan to be Completed: 2011
Expected passengers in 2020: 250,000 per day
Renovated train lines to Den Haag have triggered an increase
of passengers in recent years. The new aspect of the station
will be an enlarged commercial area located in the hall. The
NS would like to achieve clear design for transport need not
distracted by other elements.

Den Haag Centraal 2011, by Benthem Crouwel Architekts
http://www.benthemcrouwel.nl/portal_presentation/transport/the-hague-cs
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Arnhem
Address: Stationsplein 38 , 6811KK Arnhem
Design: Ben van Berkel, UNStudio
Plan to be completed: 2010
Expected passengers in 2020: 110,000 per day
Utilization of Arnhem station is expecting to be increased
mainly as the main gate for railway travellers from Germany.
The key standpoint of a new station is closeness. Every transport
mode, as train, bus, car or bicycle, should be easily and quickly
reachable.

Arnhem 2010, by Ben van Berkel, UNStudio
http://design-daily.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/Arnhem_
Central_OV-terminal_AC-OVT_EXTERIOR_balcony.jpg&imgrefurl
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Amsterdam CS
Address: 15 Station Square, Amsterdam 1012AA
Design: Benthem Crouwel Architekten / Merks + Girod
Plan to be completed: 2013
Expected passengers in 2020: 300,000 per day
Increase of the passengers is induced by a development of high
speed train tracks with larger trains and renovation of other
transport modes destined in the Amsterdam CS.
The new construction should bring a contrast between south
classical entrance and the north modern design. Western
pedestrian tunnel is planned to be widened to accommodate
shop facilities.

Amsterdam Centraal, 2013 by Benthem Crouwel Architekten / Merks + Girod
http://www.benthemcrouwel.nl/portal_presentation/transport/amsterdam-cs
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Amsterdam Amstel
Address: Julianaplein 1, Amsterdam 1097DN
Plan: no plan current situation
Present number of passengers in 2010: 50,000 per day
In existing situation there is not any plan for a re-modelling of
the station. The growth of the passengers should be slower than
other stations due to no scheduled construction of new tracks
and any further development in recent years.

Conclusion
All new stations have intent to be pleasant, special and unique.
Designers are promising individualistic design making each
structure more special.
Does the finished product truly match the design? Is that truly
accomplished in the reality? In a closer look it is possible to
notice all train stations are following similar concept: enormous
buildings with steal-glass surfaces and the application of whitegrey colour combinations. Especially the interiors of the building
look similar with no particular differentiation. The inside part
of stations are providing the same grey concept of plain cold
design with no significance for the place. Orientation or a
pleasant feeling has not been achieved.

Amsterdam Amstel, no future plan
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5. 5 Wal king li ne s

Analysis of monitoring walking pattern is focusing on human
behaviour displaying the model of passengers moving inside a
main hall. This analysis highlights space utilization.
The observations models of crowd dynamic are advisable
instruments for a design of public traffic systems with the aim of
efficient crowd dispersal (Fang Z. et al., 2007).
The methodology utilized empirically collected data. The
following books were used as a guideline when making
observations: Pedestrian Planning and Design by Fruin (1971)
and pedestrian planning and design guide by NZ Transport
Agency (2009). The research insists that walkers planned
their own moving behaviour to achieve the destination or task
decided before. In this case the scheme is showing mainly
practical behaviour of travellers.
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The analysis was made by observation of people in the train
stations. Research runs over at least for three times at each
station during distinct periods of a day. Investigation was
preceded in two working days and one day of the weekend.
Time of the observation was altered as well, morning,
afternoon, evening was covered by the study. For each station
there is one drawn schema.
The observation shows interesting findings about a movement of
pedestrians through main halls in the stations.
This analysis can be avail to estimate comment movements of
passengers and obstacles in the main course. The goal of the
analysis is to improve the quality of place arrangement in the
main halls to provide fluent, smooth flow of pedestrians.

The aim of the research is to depicture places with rush feature
and quite spots with slow movement in the main station hall.
The scheme of walking lines arose as the conclusion of the
observation.
Entrances are indicated by arrows. The main gate has the large
course indicator. Walking tracks are represented by lines, restful
spots by circles.

S

E
W
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walking lines
quiet spot
main entrance
with cardinal point
side entrances
with cardinal point
20 m
30 m

Utrecht
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Conclusion
Empirical observations of pedestrian movements in train stations
displayed that the highest amount of people had direction
towards the city centre.
Through amount of people is possible to identify the main
entrance but not by the design of the station.
According the observation can be seen there are several calm
spots inside the main halls. Usually they are located on the site
of building. As analysis is demonstrating in each station there is
free space to be utilize.
The main leading elements of people direction are: entrances
to main hall, main board and platform.
By amount and location of these three components is possible to
change the direction of people.

W

E

walking lines

Two particular cases are Amsterdam Amstel and Arnhem in
quiet spot

walking pedestrian analysis.
There is no main direction of pedestrian flow as for the other

main entrance
with cardinal point

stations in Amsterdam Amstel. The amount of passengers is

side entrances
with cardinal point

on average the same for each entrance. This phenomenon is

20 m
30 m

Den Haag

connecting with a fact the station does not have any close and
clear connection to the city centre, squares or other specified
point of people gathering.

N

walking lines

SW

quiet spot

SE

main entrance
with cardinal point
side entrances
with cardinal point

20 m
30 m

Amsterdam Centraal
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In a case of Arnhem temporary station there is missing real
waiting room for passengers. People are not staying in the main
hall. It is too small with no place and provision of facilities to
sit or relax. Current main hall is performing more as a passing
corridor.
Possibilities to entrance the station is limited in a comparison
with other observed stations. There are two main entrances,
south and north gates. West and east directions are absent,
thereby the movement of the people is more similar with no
many alternations as for other monitored stations.

N

S

walking lines

quiet spot

By indicating walking streams, calm spots with slow speed or
restful spirit appear. It is possible to indicate places with distinct
rush and recognize ways people are crossing over the place.
Consequently the analysis can be used for a future design with
knowledge of space use. Placement of different facilities to rest,
positions for important information, points of gathering and lines
of walking are few examples of analysis utilisation.

main entrance
with cardinal point
side entrances
with cardinal point

E

20 m

Amsterdam Amstel
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S
walking lines

quiet spot

main entrance
with cardinal point
side entrances
with cardinal point
20 m
30 m

Arnhem
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5. 6 Ye ll ow d istra c ti o n

This analysis aims to demonstrate the colour view disturbance
inside train stations.
The research came from the presumption that a certain colour
can be symbolically, culturally or historically assigned to
certain objects or functions (Frank, 1996). Humans have certain
expectations about the colours of specific objects. Therefore,
it is easy for them to identify items through the use of colour.
This allocation of colours helps people with the orientation and
space understanding.
The combination of bright yellow colour with blue signs is used
for symbols of NS railway trains for decades. Trains, information
points, time tables, and ticket machines are presented in yellow
tint. Yellow colour is therefore perceived as a sign of railway
travelling in the Netherlands.
Consequently, the railway company travellers can find all
important steps relevant to their tour just by following these
signs.
The process of orientation inside the station is complicated
because of considerable amount of the yellow colour
appertained to other entities. The yellow colour, as easily
visually noticeable tone, is frequently used for the advertisement
or decoration of shops and other services inside the station.
Additional tables indicate different elements which can be
found at the station. The chart is divided into three parts
concerning travel information, general facilities and shops
with restaurants. The data fundamental for travelling are in
the section of travel information, the other items can be seen
as supplemental services. This distracts the travellers when
searching the way from the hall to the train.
Conclusion
In the pictorial scheme are mentioned additional elements in the
station with visual disturbance by a choice of yellow colour.
The experiment has shown that there is a number of distracting
yellow objects in the station halls. This creates the fuzziness
of colour (item affiliation) in the train stations, which can
consequently increase the travel time.
The distraction of passengers’ orientation is strong at Utrecht
train station, as there is the highest number of objects painted in
yellow colour, which are not related to railway transport.
The lowest number of yellow distractive elements was found in
Amsterdam CS. Considering the large size of the station the
disturbance of yellow colour at this place was evaluated as
insignificant.
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5. 7 Ex it/ E nt r anc e a na ly si s

The scheme informs about the possibilities and conditions of
the access to the stations. The diagrams represent the picture
which passengers can see on their way to/out of the station. The
figures mirrors information how people can orientate themselves
in entrances.
This research aims to assess the accessibility of travel
information at train stations. Two research questions follow this
aim.
I. What are the information seen by travellers after entering and
leaving the train station?
II. What is the visible link between the train station access area
and the city centre?
The pictorial diagram is divided into parts according to
entering points. For the purpose of this research, main significant
doorways from different cardinal points for every station were
selected.
For each gate, there are four images depicting the character of
entries and exists. Two of these pictures belong to the entrance,
displaying its presence from the outside and inside. The same
pattern is used in the case of exits; one image informs about the
exit outside and one inside.
Cardinal points are indicated by arrows. The main entrance,
leading to the city centre, is marked with large directive
indicator.
The information is translated into panorama pictures. The style
of the tableau was chosen for better notion of all information
people can get during their movement in the train station area.
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Utrecht
I. The building is not recognizable from outside. The train
station is hidden without any visible sign regarding to railway
transport, especially from the eastern side. Above each
entrance gate, there is a dominant note referring to Hoog
Catherine, large shopping mall attached to the station. Logos of
train station are viewable sporadically, only from the north and
west side.
After entering the train station, the passengers have to pass
a corridor leading them to the main hall. None or limited
information on the directions to the main hall is provided in this
corridor. As a consequence, travellers have to pass almost entire
corridor to obtain some reference of railway transport.
II. Information obout the connection between the city and the
train station is not available. In vestibules, there are no signs
leading to city centre. However, some information is provided
by map panels outside the station.
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Den Haag CS
I. The train station building is clearly visible from the outside.
The building has its characteristic design, represented by
the office block attached to the main hall. There is a lack of
directions and signs in the corridors on northern and eastern
side.
The link to the city centre is not established by any informative
table. The main entrance and the city centre are only indicated
by the flow of passengers.
II. The frontal entrance on the north side ends in the city park.
No signs are situated there to provide the course to the centre.
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Arnhem
I. The train station building is easily recognizable from the
outside because of the use of bright colours and leading
arrows. The exterior of the temporary station building is
presented by vivid colours. The position of the building in a
natural slope contributes to its general visibility. The signs and
guide indicators prevail on the southern side and miss on the
north.
Inside the train station, there are art images situated on
passages walls. These images show the transformation of the
train station. However, the direction indicators in temporary
station are not located there.
II. In the southern side, the reference of Arnhem city centre is
created by colourful signs outside the building. These signs are
already visible from the train station corridors. However, the
gate in the north does not offer any information of that kind.
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Amsterdam CS
I. The building outside appearance is highly representative
from the south. The train station is already noticeable from a
distance. The unique design of the building facade has been
kept for centuries.
Nevertheless, the train station interiors have no specific identity.
After entering the building, there is no apparent difference
from the other train stations’ interior. The size of the information
boards is not sufficient and they are not noticeable from a
distance. Furthermore, the entrance gateways are too small
regarding the size of the building.
II. The map tables placed outside of the building help to find
the city centre. There are no signposts close to the train station
on either side.
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Amsterdam Amstel
I. The train station building stands solitarily and therefore the
station is easily perceptible. The symbols of railway travelling
placed on the building are clearly visible. However, there are
no direction signs in the indoor passages. Furthermore, it is not
clear where the doorways actually lead.
II. There is an evident lack of the visible link between the city
centre and the train station. It is practically impossible for the
pedestrians to reach the city centre or other city plaza, as the
surroundings of the train station building is predominantly used
by vehicles.

Conclusion
The aim of this analysis was to describe the accessibility of the
train stations. The research assessed the points of orientation in
train station entrance/exit areas.
The analysis focused on two following aspects. Firstly, the
information provided to the passengers after entering or
leaving the train station area. Secondly, the visible links from
the train station area towards the city centre.
The passengers ‘orientation at the train stations access points
is difficult. There is a lack of information on the main travelling
spots. The common train station indoor appearance is slightly
dark corridor with a plain design.
The signs pointing towards the city centre are either not present
or manufactured in an insufficient size.
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5. 8 Mai n hal l 3 6 0 °

The photos taken for the purpose of this research give the
impression of the main station hall. The photos further show the
information provided in this place.
The travel information is mainly provided by the main boards.
The numeral differentiation of the platforms is a common way
to make the passengers’ orientation easier. The aim of the
research is to assess the additional ways that help people to
find a platform or city centre from main hall.
The analysis was conducted in the train station hallways. The
photos were taken uniformly in the middle of the hall in front of
the main information board. The panorama images aspire to
give an overview of the whole station area.

Utrecht
The main hall is visually enhanced by the red columns. The
supporting poles highlight building architecture but they do not
give any travel information. On the floor, there is a designed
pattern of railway tracks, which refers to the train lines bellow
the hallway. The tracks’ design is noticeable in a detailed
inquiry of the floor. However, these railway tracks patterns do
not influence the orientation of the passengers inside the train
station.
The signs directing passengers to the outside area are not
present in the main hall.
Den Haag CS
The main vestibule of this train station was constructed in a
specific style. The platforms are situated on the same level with
the main hall. Given this disposition, all railway tracks can be
seen from the main board position at the same time. This specific
space arrangement makes the passengers’ orientation easier.
There is no visible indicator pointing towards the city centre in
the middle of the train station hall.
Arnhem
Station hall with its long narrow character reminds more like a
corridor than the main vestibule. Services with no space to rest
or a place intended for gathering are situated there.
The signs directing to the corridors and the city centre are
present in the hall. However, their sizes are disproportional.
Small tables with dark colour are hardly noticeable.
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Amsterdam CS
Interior design of the central station in Amsterdam offers a
uniform feature, as it can be found in any other researched
train station. The darkness in the hall makes it more difficult to
get oriented.
There are no direction signs on the walls adverting to the
outside world.
Amsterdam Amstel
The transparent open space with large window panels is
characteristic for the hall. The prevailing colour in the vestibule
is grey inducing cold feeling. The main information about the
train travelling is provided by one board, placed in the middle
of the hall.
There are no arrows giving the city centre direction in the
railway station.

Conclusion
The main train station halls are the core points within railway
travelling, as they provide information and a place for people
to gather.
The research was accomplished in the middle of station hall in
front of information panels. The place was chosen for unified
style of output.
The research has shown that there is a similar style of
information provision in the train station halls. The instrumentals
and time boards are the main information providers. The
numbers assigned to certain platforms with the destination name
are common guiding style inside hallways. There is no other
apparent guiding method.
Except the case of the temporary transport terminal in Arnhem,
all of the other train stations lack the reference to the city
centre.
The design prevailing in all researched train stations is in grey
tint. There is no apparent design with unique features inside the
main halls.
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5. 9 P lat fo rm 3 6 0 °
This chapter gives details about the research on train stations
platforms. The platforms area was recorded by photos. The aim
was to capture an appearance of the area with the focus on the
information provision and colour use.
The platforms are initial or final points of railway passengers
moving through train station complex. The research focused on
the information referring to the main hall or the city centre, the
overall appearance of the train station, and the use of colour in
relation to passengers’ orientation.
Photos were made panoramically with the aim to display whole
surrounding.

Conclusion
The research has shown that no special attention is paid to the
platforms colour design. Each of the researched platforms is
represented by a grey palette. Their character is cold, with
uniform design. The elements that could revive the area, such as
vegetation, appear only sporadically (Amsterdam Amstel). The
train stations’ design in itself misses the leading factors (even the
direction arrows are not common elements in the place).
The direction signs towards the main hall are absent in all of the
researched platforms. The city is referred on boards by name
of station itself.
The passengers’ orientation is inconvenient especially for people
who visit the city at the first time
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5 . 1 0 C o nc l us io n o f a ll a naly sis

The task of the chapter is to display conclusions found in the
analysis section.
This chapter summarizes all the analysis investigations. The
survey refers to the findings mentioned in each individual
analysis section. This chapter gives an overview of all main
aspects related to passengers’ orientation and train stations
design.
The conclusion of all aspects is that it is difficult to get oriented
at the train stations. Another conclusion is that design of train
station is proposed in a plain, functional style.
There is no apparent unique design in the train stations, mainly
interiors. It refers to current state and future design as well.
The new planned designs of train stations promise to increase
the space with developed technology. However, they do not
offer significant difference in the aspects discussed above.

Lack of orientation in train station
• Guiding link between outside space and the station is absent
or insufficient.
• Close spatial situation with the city centre is not referred.
• Signs provided in the stations are insufficient in an amount,
constructed in small sizes or lacking.
• Orientation in entry points of the building is difficult.
• No additional method of guiding between main hall and train
tracks is present except traditional style –name of destination
and number of the platform in the board.
• Visual disturbance by additional functions and services is
discovered.
• There is high concentration of commercial signs adverted in
train stations.
• Missing or inadequate waiting room is realized.
• There are small exits, not adequate for high number of
people.

Plain, cold, repeating design
• No specific attention is paid to design by colour in current
stage.
• Thematic connection with a place or region is missing.
• Historical reference, except Amsterdam CS and A. Amstel,
is not present in the stations. Styles are changed with new
redevelopments and the identity is disappearing by rebuilding
time.
• Train stations are not provided in a style to be easily
memorable.
• Vegetation and natural materials are absent.
• Grey colour prevails in the construction.
• Corridors and passages are dark.
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RESEARCH BY DESIGN

Utrecht station, corridor
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INTRODUCTION

6 . 1 Re s e ar c h by d e sig n- innov a tion
in pr ac t i c e
Information obtained from scientific theories and landscape
analysis is used as knowledge base for research by design.
The aim of the chapter is to generate new theories and prove
existing ones.
Research by design encompasses problem solving and creation
of new design strategies at the same time. The innovative
designs focus on conditions that scientific theories suggest but
yet there are not utilized in practice commonly (Jong & Voort,
2002).
An endeavour of the design is to evoke invention. The
research strives to obtain a notion about the space and design
possibilities.

Through the scientific literature (Küller et al., 2009; Camgöz
et al., 2003) was found out that intensity and saturation of
colour influence the space more than hue itself. The statement
and its possibilities were tested at Utrecht train station platform.
Comfortable appearance and orientation leading purposes are
tried to be combined in the same time.
Different colours were applied in the main hall. The endeavour
is to discover how colourful design can influence overall
orientation and appearance in the space.

Platform in Utrecht train station
The proposal is to try series of visual experimental studies
of colour application in train stations. The research is looking
at the visual organized environment of train stations with the
aim to propose better orientation. The aspiration is to test the
application of scientific theories and provide readable ideas
for the design solution of a train station.
The creation is applied in the train station in Utrecht.
Visual studies of colour application in Utrecht station display
variations of colour effects in space.
It is claimed by Gage (1999) visual order and visual interest
are required to obtained equilibrium of a sight. Overstimulation of vision can be caused by colour excess; on the
contrary plain design evokes under-stimulation.

Effect of vision over/under stimulation is tested by colour
application on a platform of train station in Utrecht.
Transformation of one hue is tested in the scheme. Variation of
amount and intensity of purple colour is examined.
From the scheme it is apparent that high amount of colour
use positioned in the place is not beneficial for orientation.
An abundance of visual information is present. Colour scales
of high- intensity overloads visual attention. A model of low
intensity grade creates a dark, dismal setting.
Schemes with low amount of colour application appear to be
visually uninteresting. Their design cannot be recommended for
orientation purposes.
Variations of pictures suitable for direction leading and visual
comfort are displayed in the middle line. In that scales, amount
and intensity of colour is not overloading or under-stimulating.

Vision for Utrecht train station, 2015
(Benthem Crouwel Architects)
Main hall of Utrecht train station
Application of colourful design was tested in the train station
main hall in Utrecht.
One colour (red) positioned on building’s pillars and roof
emphasizes the architectural structure of the place. It does not
have any relevance for orientation in the setting.
Design displaying track lines in the hall floor refer to the real
tracks below. Visualization of different lines by distinct colour
can be useful for orientation purposes. Nevertheless the design
style looks too ponderous and literal.
The application of colour on train station’s pillars and roof
http://www.benthemcrouwel.nl/portal_presentation/transport/utrecht-cs
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Amount

Pillars

Intensity
Colour variables in the platform
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Floor
Colourful application in the main hall
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achieves a vivid, cheerful atmosphere. Colourful, rather artistic,
configurations do not help an orientation function, but on the
contrary create a chaotic environment.
Orientation can be established by colourful lines symbolising
different directions. Visual attention is achieved by colour
variations. However the form of design is rather boring and
plain

For the design focusing on orientation and visual appeal,
examples in the middle of the scheme line are found
befitting.
In the design of the main hall the idea of lines is considered
as suitable to be developed further.
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Creative design finding

7 . 1 De s ign p r inc i p le s

Research problems connected with principles

Design principles are based on analysis and
recommendations of the theory scheme referring to
colour use in train stations.
The focus is concentrated on improvement of orientation
and unique design in the train station.
Establishment of design principles is essential for
effective design formulation. A design plan is based on
these principles. They guide the design solution.
Principles are divided into several sections. Their
connection to problems is shown by the scheme.

Principles
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Identity chatacter of train stations: city and railway function

Connection
The essential part of the plan is a connection between various
parts of the train station. Places in the train station should
mutually refer and direct to each other. For efficient and clear
directions it is necessary to interconnect outside space with
building interior.

Visibility / Clarity
The goal of visibility/clarity is to create a well arranged,
transparent setting.
Bright vivid tones of colour are suitable for orientation purposes.
It is important to be constant with a division of colours

Several significant areas are distinguished in the station
environment: platforms-corridors–main hall-square. Connections
between them should be formed. In addition, a connection with
the city centre is proposed for a spatial link between the station
and core of the city.

associated to certain functions.

There is a necessity to set up enough arrows and boards in
the place, outside and inside as well, to operate movement of
passengers.

To provide a sufficient amount of light as a base for colour
vision is part of the endeavour. Usage of colourful lightning for
night effect is a potential tool for leading in dark conditions.

Colour assigning
Colour assigned to certain function play a significant role in
orientation.
By allocating certain colour to an object or a function the
readability of the space is more easily accomplished.
Namely, it is suitable to differentiate yellow colour as the
already established symbolic sign of railway transport in the
Netherlands.

Horizontal orientation
The aspiration is to utilize position of colour in the space to
provide visible overview.
Horizontally orientated information is more easily noticed.
Colour signs should be placed at eye level or above for sites
where large amount of people gather.

Colour combinations with other elements increase visual
effect. Utilization of colourful lines, large signs, and boards is
beneficial.

There are two different speed modes in the space. The task is
to direct people in an area of movement and provide pleasant
calm atmosphere in waiting spots.

Uniqueness
The effort is to bring a topic to the design. The story can
emphasize identity of the place. In the case of a train station,
two main courses of identity finding are discovered. It has the
potential to be connected with the locality itself or train system.
To mitigate the strong functional design it is advisable to use
vivid colourful elements there. Design with natural aspects is
beneficial for a pleasant feeling.

Opening
A visually interlinked place has an advantage of more a
transparent setting.
Beside artificial light it is suitable to bring light in more
sustainable ways – opening of walls, ceilings, and floors.
where large amount of people gather.
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7 . 2 De s ign ex am p l e o f U tr e c h t tr ai n st a ti on
7.2.1 Design concept
Utrecht Centraal is picked as an example for the design. The
reason for the choice is its importance in Netherlands. The
Utrecht train station is seen as central knot of railway travelling.
According to analysis it is examined as one of the train station
with the worst orientation conditions. The difficulty is mainly
caused by a complicated building structure. The shopping mall
Hoog Catharijne is attached to the train station.
Intricate structure, large space and abundance of commercial
services results in a difficult orientation for the train station
environment.

The design of the thesis focuses on a future plan of the train
station.
Current proposal of the new train station design is created by
Benthem Crouwel Architect. The construction is planned to be
finalized in 2015.
Concept visualises principal design strategy and main ideas
with an attempt to solve research problems: complicated
orientation and invariable-uniform design. The design concept
shows abstracts of main orientations of design solutions.

The main points of the concept
• Connection between outside - inside
platforms - main hall - corridors - square - city centre
• Distinguished colours for railway function/other services
• Theme of the design connected with the locality/railway
services
• Visual clarity of colours; bright colours for travelling
information, soft colour tones for waiting rooms and other
services
• Strategic position of colour information- visible, close to
entrances-exists , utilization of slow mode spots (walking lines
analysis) as waiting localities
• View openings - by transparent walls, ceiling and floors
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Possible themes for a design
The endeavour was to depict typical characteristics of the place
to bring a notion of identity. The network was chosen as the
theme for Utrecht train station design. Selected topic of train
station is connected to railway services.
The motive is proposed because of several reasons. The station
is placed in imaginary centre of Netherlands railway system.
Beams of railway tracks are leading in all directions. Utrecht
station is one of the most busy train stations in the Netherlands.
Future plans, leading to building enlargement, will result that
Utrecht train station will be the biggest one in the Netherlands.
Central office of the railway company NS is located the Utrecht.
Due to all these facts Utrecht station is seen as a core point of
the Netherlands railway network.
The network is taken as the most appropriate theme, for other
proposed topics are not found so many relevant and strong
arguments.

Possible themes of Utrecht station design
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Connection of outside and inside settings is significant aspect for
the design of the train station.
The endeavour is to symbolically connect the train station with
city centre, as the important place of culture, business and events.
As the train station is not situated directly to city centre, the
square attached to the train station is the main focus point for
orientation purposes. The square is relevant as an orientation
point for passengers going from and to the city centre.
The current layout offers a situation of a shopping mall Haag
Catherine spatially connected to the train station building.
Standing in the main hall, it is impossible to reach the square
from the east without crossing the shopping mall.

The theme: Network

Spatial arrangement

Connection between the station and the city
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Access to platforms from surroundings

Yellow lines leading from the city, colourful lines to platfoms
A connection from the city centre is established by yellow colour
signs leading with certain intervals from the city centre to the
train station square, through corridors which then reach the
main hall. The choice of the yellow colour is due to the reason
it is already used as symbolic colour for railway services (train,
information boards, information points and ticket machines).

Main board with colourful signs for better orientation

Time tables are points from where passengers can be oriented
in the direction of the platforms. Information on the boards will
also be distinguished by a certain colour.

Orientation lines continue from the main hall to platforms
by different mode. Distinct colour line is assigned to certain
platform.

Yellow as a symbol of NS
DESIGN
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The idea of line connections does not end in platforms but
continues further to destinations. From Utrecht, as a central point
of railway network, colourful lines move to different courses
throughout the Netherlands. They point to main direction of
railway tracks.
Colourful lines are based on current railway system. The scheme
was established according to train schedules utilised at present
time.
Selection of different colours for certain districts was not chosen
randomly. Colours symbolize the main character of certain
destinations by pointing to some characteristic, famous aspect
associated with the place.

The information base for a creation
http://ns.nl/reizigers/alles-over-uw-reis/stationsvoorzieningen

Colours according to the main direction
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Colourful railway network
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7.2.2 Colours of used train station
The author of new train station design of Utrecht is company
Benthem Crouwel Architects.
The design proposes resembling character with other world
famous magnificent train stations. Spacious building, with light
construction, large glass surfaces and white colour appearance
is standard mode. The style of the design puts the main focus on
the architecture.
According to the thesis presumption the appearance of the
space in real conditions will look different. The clear bright
appearance is likely to be altered to practical form.

Different vision of the area, more realistic, is displayed. The
grey trace of utilization, number of commercials and presence
of train station facilities will be positioned in the place.
The horizont of vision will be narrower in accordance with
human vision possibility.
It is important to realize that shown plan will be altered by
conditions of utilization.
The aim is to mitigate negative aspects of use (colourful
distraction and chaotic configuration) in terms of orientation and
visual appreciation.

Proposed design of Utrecht Centraal 2015,
by Benthem Crouwel Architects
http://www.benthemcrouwel.nl/portal_presentation/transport/utrecht-cs

Colours in reality
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7.2.3 Detailed design application

Scheme of principles with design applications
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Utrecht Centraal train station, main hall
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Utrecht Centraal train station, square - day vision
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INTRODUCTION

Utrecht Centraal train station, square - night vision
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Utrecht Centraal train station, platform
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Original pictures of the station,
by Benthem Crouwel Architects
http://www.benthemcrouwel.nl/portal_presentation/transport/utrecht-cs

Colourful lines symbolized by flowers are situated in each
platform.
The criteria for the choice are plants that could survive difficult
conditions; mainly partial shade.
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Flower lines through a year

7.2.4 Design summary
The design of the train station is described according to points
of design principles.
Connection
Yellow colour refers to symbolic indication of railway travelling.
Beside already established yellow signs of railway services
in train stations interiors; yellow symbols are proposed to be
placed in outside setting. An idea is to connect the city and the
train station by visual colourful symbols. The endeavour is to
lead people easily from the city centre to train station and vice
versa.
In the design yellow symbols take a form of colourful lights,
facilities, vegetation and signs. It is important to mention, the
yellow colour as a relevant feature of the design plays only a
subsidiary role.
Colour is utilized as a tool to lead passengers from the main
hall to platforms by distinction of colours. Particular colour is
attached to a certain platform.
Access to railway platforms is a crucial point of train station
settings. The platform, as a place of arrival and departure, hold
an importance of initial and final destination in the train station.
For that reason significant attention is paid to their organization.
The aim is to propose clear division of different directions of
travelling.
In main hall exits to platforms are realized by variant colours.
People standing in the main hall can see clearly their desirable
direction by colour distinction.
The special attention was placed on coloration of stairs leading
from main hall to platforms. The idea is to provide exits of stairs
more visible than doorways leading to escalators. In the main
hall all exits utilize columns as orientation points but in addition
colourful walls of stairs are more visually distinctive.
The design purpose is to navigate passengers to stairs rather
than escalators. The idea brings additional point to the design.
By colour utilization people are unconsciously leaded towards
stairs. The plan refers to the world health problem of obesity.
The design is beneficial in the health aspect by increase of
passenger’s active movement.
The influence to enhance a passenger’s motion is located in small

point in the train station - stairs. It is important to mention it is
an exception in the plan. The main endeavour of the design
is to shorten a period of pedestrian transition in the station
environment as much as possible.
It is inevitable to advert that other exists to platforms are
marked evidently by colour signs; slightly higher signification of
stairs is just additional detail aspect of the design. Passengers
have a free choice of movement to escalators or elevator use.
Colourful distinction of platforms is signified on main information
boards as well. Beside description of destination by number,
colour is utilized on departure/arrival boards. Through that
implementation passengers are lead from the core of the train
station to platforms.
In train platforms arrows in the floor and colourful lines on walls
are leading towards the main hall.
Next to spatial connection in a physical setting, the incorporation
of thematic context is important.
Specific topic ascribed to train station is significant as the motif
related to characteristics of the location.
Colour assigning
Colour assigned to specific function is utilized by the design. The
aspect has an advantage of operation clarity in the place.
Yellow is kept as a sign of railway transport. Information
centres, information boards, train ticket machines, trains are
already in use as train stations signs. Design purpose is to
bring new additional yellow symbols to surrounding of the train
station building. Yellow outdoor elements are leading towards
the train station building.
Yellow in high saturation and intensity level has an advantage
as the most noticeable colour in the spectrum (Camgöz et
al., 2003). Its utilization as the sign for railway travelling is
beneficial. The information coloured yellow has a potentiality to
be perceived the first.
Facilities of the station obtained colour according to platform
division. Their colour is determined by position to the platform.
Facilities close to the certain platform has the same colour as
the platform obtained. The examples are sitting places close to
escalators.
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Horizontal orientation
Position of colourful signs is provided mainly in the horizontal
orientation for better readability.
The design focus is to position signs on walls and floors rather
than a ceiling. Human visual scope possibilities determine the
placement to be more noticeable on walls and floors.
Walls, as locations for signs positioning, are utilized easily in

Standard information signs for whole railway system, as names
of destination and main boards, are proposed to keep a
uniform design. The colour appearance of mentioned railway
signs is the same for whole of the Netherlands. By keeping
similar design of certain elements in the train stations people
can feel familiar with the environment. The aspect of recognition
is beneficial for orientation.

corridors and platforms. As main hall is characterized by large
open space, the walls are hardly utilized there. Instead of them

Uniqueness

the floor and supportive construction of the building is used as a

Bringing topic to the place has signification for a creation of

base for sign placement.

specific atmosphere. The intention is to deliver through the theme
identical feature to the train station.

For areas where a large amount of people may gather
colourful information boards are situated above their head to
give a potential overview for all of them.
In Utrecht station the colourful pattern pointing to diverse
platforms is drawn on the length of an entire column. The reason
for the colour application scope is that the building construction
will have two altitude levels. Therefore horizons of a traveller’s
vision are altered.
Visibility clarity
For clear orientation are employed colourful information boards
of larger size and an increase in the number of them. They
are positioned in operational spots of intersection in the train
stations. Locations considered as important knots of pedestrian
movement are mainly: exits-entrances, long corridors platforms,
station hall in central position. Clear direction by signs is
provided for them mainly.
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Two distinct identities were distinguished for train stations design
purposes. Topics connected to the city and to railway function.
For Utrecht station the chosen topic is a network.
In practical perception the aim is to apply a colour in a creative
way and at the same time achieve functional usage.
Use of vegetation and other natural elements is beneficial to
calm human tension. Even printed decorative signs of nature in
environment have positive effect to human mood (Larsen et al.,
1998).
Natural elements are a part of the design. They appear in
squares attached to the train station building, in the main hall
as a symbol of the network and in platforms in a form of
decorative pattern on walls. Flower pots with different colour
are utilized throughout the whole station environment. They are
used as a main element outside of the train station. As well
they are situated in train station platforms divided by different
colour patterns.

Enough amount of light is key aspect for visibility of colours.
Opening of space as a roof, floor, walls, is beneficial for natural
light.
Colourful artificial lights are utilized for night effect. They have
a purpose to orientate passengers as well.

Opening
The aim is to visually open walls, ceiling or floors of the building
to provide transparent environment. The different locations are
visually connected through vision-through possibility.

The combination of a shape and a colour, as a line and a hue,
is utilized for better orientation. The direction is more clearly
indicated by their correlation.
Division of colour use is important. Bright yellow colour is used
as leading sign of railway services. Places for waiting are
planned to use a colour with low saturation or intensity.

In the main hall trains are observable by a section of
transparent floor. Passengers are able to observe if the train is
already positioned in the station stop.
Light colours are used as the main background of the building.
The application of the colours gives the visual impression of a
more spaciousness.

DESIGN

7. 3 D e s ig n ex am p le o f De n H aa g C S s tat io n
The application of efficient and successful design principles is
necessary in any train station setting.
As an additional design example, to test and confirm design
quality, the train station of DenHaag will be analyzed.
The reason is to display a range of design possibilities by
following the same design principles. The two main objectives,
orientation need and visually original space, are planned to be
achieved.
The main concept applied to the Utrecht station stays the same,
the theme of the design and the location is changed.
Den Haag CS is a model of a terminal station. Train tracks end
in the place. Railway lines are situated inside the main hall.
Due to this fact the setting of the train station proposes a clear
overview. No different levels and long corridors are present.
Train platforms are visible directly from the main hall.
The chosen topic of the design is the sea. Close position of the
train station with the North Sea is the reason of theme selection.
Colours in the design are soft and subdued. Colours in platforms
are emphasized with certain marine symbols according to which
allow for orientation.
On the ground a line leading to platforms is displayed as wavy
and dynamic. The mode is used because a building construction
has symmetrical character; in that means these two patterns will
not be confused. Clear directions to platforms can be achieved.
Style of the station is different, yet the principles remain the
same. The endeavour shows that design principles still leave a
great space for creation and innovation.
increases with the similar formula in the year 2100 people can
possibly travel over 2400 kilometres per day (Doren, 1992 in
Rietveld & Nijkamp, 2003).
Apparently the movement for long distances has become one of
the common parts of human life.
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Oridinal image of the
station by Benthem
Crouwel Architects
http://www.benthemcrouwel.nl/
portal_presentation/transport/thehague-cs

Den Haag train station, main hall
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8 . 1 Hy po the s is ev alua ti o n

Scheme of research problems - principles - design application

The pressure on a train station increases with a redevelopment
of railway mode in 21st century.
Prime focus of the research is determined by the main function
of train station, provision of transport.
Clear orientation at the train station is the key aspect of the
inquiry. Unique design style addressing to a place identity is an
additional objective of the study.
Colour is taken as study operational field where research
objectives are researched.

According to scientific literature it is ascertained that colour
is a useful tool for a design focusing on visual quality by its
strong influence on perception. Colour is known as the most
noticeable visual aspect of the space. Because of its priority
during visual reconnaissance of the space it has high potentiality
to be used for orientation purposes. Colour effects on physical
and psychological human conditions offer design possibilities of
visually remarkable place.
Through analysis of sites it was discovered that an orientation is
difficult to achieve in train stations.
Plain design with absence of colour creation is evident.
Lack of orientation in train station is mainly caused by visual
disturbance through additional functions and services, an absent
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link between outside-inside space and insufficient signs.
On the base of analysis it was discovered plain design is
evoked by: absence of thematic connection, lack of attention
paid to colour or any art element.
On the base of scientific literature a theory module was
established utilizing colour as the design tool. Design principles
have arisen according the theory recommendations. The
theoretical scheme was tested on the design of two stations,
Utrecht and Den Haag.
Through the research it was found that the amount and value
of colours are significant aspects – they are able to change
orientation and visual comfort in space. By the application of
bright colours the attention of people will be obtained.
Research design outcomes agree with Gage claims (1999), that
visual interest and visual organization are needed to achieve
balance of a sight. Over/under visual stimulation is inadvisable
for comfortable appearance of the place.
Through the study was confirmed that excess of colour applied
in the train station has negative effect on people’s orientation.
On the contrary plain colourful settings evoke visual boredom,
as it is displayed in the scheme of Utrecht train station platform.
Outcomes of the pictorial scheme assent to the statement of
Camgöz et al. (2003): intensity and saturation of colour has
stronger influence on human perception than alternation of hue.
Large amount of bright colour leads to visual discomfort
by intense attention. Human brain refuses what cannot be
comprehended. In extreme situation a person cannot stand to
look at surrounding if the vision is uncomfortable.
Excess of low colour intensity creates obscure setting improper
for an orientation or positive appearance.
During the inquiry it was ascertained that combinations of colour
with other aspects as a line, an arrow or a sign are highly
beneficial for an orientation.
Through the observation and the research by design it was
found out that architectural pictures of new stations differ from
the reality. The colour of use is not displayed on architectural
proposals. During the research by design all essential
and common elements apparent in the train station were

implemented to the picture. In reality the place will be more
colourfully disturbed and chaotic.
Presumption that colour has symbolic meaning (Meerwein et al.,
2007) is used for orientation purposes. Yellow colour, known
as a sign for railway travelling in the Netherlands, avails as
leading tool. Yellow symbols are applied outside of the train
station to direct travellers. Thereby outside and inside space
of the train station is visually connected. By assigning a certain
colour to a specific function it is possible to provide clear setting
with utility– differentiation.
A topic connected to the place supports individualistic character
of the train station design. Two main identities were depicted
for train station design: city characteristics and railway
functioning.
The thesis hypothesis states: With colour application it is possible
to improve an orientation in a train station environment; at
the same time accomplishing the train station uniqueness and
aesthetics.
Reflecting the hypothesis statement it can be claimed that
a colour is visual element with a strong effect on human
perception. It can be agreed with Marioka and Stone (2006),
colour has a potentiality to be used as a design tool. Colour
utilization is highly suitable for any design focusing on visual
aspects.
Both objectives of the thesis deal with the visual effect of colour
on human perception in the space.
By design of Utrecht and Den Haag stations it is proved
colour is beneficial tool to bring spatial orientation and visual
pleasantness.
Orientation in the space can be accomplished by colour
application. Colour, as easily noticeable visual element, grasps
potentialities to be used as a leading tool.
It has to be taken into account that a design with few colour
applications can lead to plain uninteresting setting; on the
contrary, an excess of colour leads to mind overloading by
visual information.
As the design of train stations displyes, colour is beneficial for
place uniqueness as a tool to visually display and emphasize
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8 . 2 Ro le o f
La nd s c a pe
ar c hite c t u r e
the thematic feature.
The topic assigned to the train station has additional positive
effect for an orientation in a broad perspective. By specific
design the place will be recognized among other train stations
examples.

Specific approach to researched topic is brought from
Landscape architecture domain.
In the thesis the train station is seen as a part of the landscape.
Building is not comprehended as a separate entity standing
on the ground as it is generally perceived by domain of
architecture. Construction, technical and decorative style of the

It has to be mentioned that the utilization of colour is not the
only possibility how the problem of orientation and place
uniqueness can be treated. It is one of the design options. It can
be considered to be the beneficial method with color influential
qualities on human visual perception.
Function of visual leading and aesthetical qualities are utilized

building are not a part of the study.
The thesis does not have an aspiration to overtake a duty of
architect or interior designers, more likely to propose different
type of study research on the topic.
Space is seen as a system. The effort is taken to connect interior
and outdoor places into one integral body.

in the same time by colour application in the design. Connection
of these two aspects leads to a meaningful yet aesthetical
design. Colour design may bring both function of an orientation
and visual uniqueness.
The research of colour as design tool can be replicated in
different settings and at different times. The approach is
applicable to other urban settings with a need of the orientation
and visual identification.
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The train station is perceived as regional unit. Identity of the
place is sought in that level. Poetic design is brought through
thematic connection to the place.
Important fact is - the place identity increases recognition and
attractiveness of the place (Koh, 2010).
The design concerns with everyday landscape used for routine
travelling. Train station is common but important place of men´s
everyday life.
The investigation has been made in detail but the topic has
been studied in broad, general perspective.

8. 3 C hall e ng es

8 .4 Re c o m m en d at io n s
and f uture res e ar ch
di r e c tio ns

The orientation at the train station is negatively influenced by
yellow colour of commercial advertisements. It creates visual
disturbance with yellow signs of railway transport.
The competence of landscape architecture does not reach a
prohibition of yellow colour for commercial use. However a
mitigation of visual effect of yellow advertisements is advisable
for train stations.
Compensation of their visual impact is feasible. Clear and
distinct classification of guiding elements referring to the
railway transport is seen as a possible treatment.

Colour as visually dominant element is an advisable tool for
visual leading in space.
Symbolic feature of a colour can be used in a design for certain
culture. It has to be noticed that the symbolical effect changes
according to a location and cultural characteristics.

Perception of colours is subjective to a certain level, depending
on individual physical and psychological conditions of a person.
The only correct and definite design can’t be achieved. Yet,
some general principles regarding to the human perception are
able to be established.

Research findings could be taken as a knowledge ground for
other urban studies of colour utilization.
During the study process some other possibilities for further
research have appeared.
Further inquiry can be discoursed by quantitative research to
provide numerical outcome.
There is a possibility of inquiry to specifically refer to a certain
aspect of the colour vision; different reactions of a man to inner
colour characteristic in a place can serve as an example.
The participation method of travellers promises deeper idea of
the notion of people to the train station environment.
As profession domains overlap in the field of study;
collaboration with other research fields promises interesting
outcomes. Integrated approach can be achieved by cooperation
with other departments like architect, urban planners, interior
designers, sociologist and artists.
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